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W-4 tax revisions make checks larger.
By MICHELE CARL TON
Assistant News Ed1tor

Student, staff and faculty
employees of Murray State will
notice a subtle change in their
net pay starting this week.
President Bush's executive
order revising the federal taxwithholding Lables went into effect March 1. This order,
designed to pump more money
into the economy, enables less
money to be withheld by the
federal government in taxes
from paychecks.
_
According to the Payroll

Gu.ide, " The changes in
withholding will be automatic
for taxpayers who will benefit
from the change. The change in
withholding will increase the
take home pay of low- and
middle-income wage earners by
about $25 billion over the next
12 months. "
" Instead of people getting
large refunds at the end of the
tax year, Bush wanted the consumer ·n ot to pay in so much
during the year," said Debbie
Wagoner, payroll accountant.
" Most people, when they get

their large tax refund, go out
and make one large purchase.
By giving them a little more in
their net pay, they're probably
not going to spend it aU at
once."
Wagoner said the change has
caused mass confusion for
University employees.
"It is confusing to people
because their taxes are not going to change, but their
withholdings are,·· she said.
" We're trying to tell people, if
they're getting a large refund
now, to continue to get a large

refund, they need to make sure
they change their W-4 forms
and their withholdings."
Wagoner said the form W-4,
Employee's Withholding
Allowance Certificate should
definitely be changed if the person receives a small refund or
he has to pay the federal
government in taxes.
' 'The government is
withholding less; which would
mean they would owe more at
the end of the year," she said.
Wagoner said most people
want their W-4 forms to remain

•

.for now

the way they were before the
president's order. Wagoner said
about 150-200 changes have
been made to the forms so far.
According to the Pa:vroll
Guide, about 88 percent of
those who receive refunds now
will still get refunds.
Wagoner said although the
payroll department was not required to notify employees of
the change, a notice was sent
out in the last bi-weekly checks
to students and in the monthly
checks for the faculty, graduate

students and some of the staff.
Wagoner said the new
withholding tax order requires
additional paperwork at the
taxpayer's expense.
"We had to order more W-4
form s for everyone to fill out'
because we had to plan for
every person filling a new orie
out. That's about 3,000 people
on the payroll at any one time
during the year. The Universi:ty doesn't have to pay for that,
the federal government is.
we're all paying for it," she
said.

sol

Administration answers students'
complaints about pre-registration
By MELANIE BUCKLIN

ple getting in (the ballroom) to pay
their fines and then breaking the
line, and (3 ) they thought we back
dated drop/add cards," he said. "The
bottom line was that we were asking
people to be dishonest in their
values," Bryan said.
Bryan said he would not deny that
there probably have been students in
the past, especially five or six years
ago, who pre-registered their friends
early.
" But they are told if they are
caught they wiU lose their jobs," he
said. "We can tell if there's someone
who's registering outside their time,
and the person who processes it has

Editor in Chief

As midterms come and go, preregistration for the fall 1992
semester soon approaches.
Phil Bryan, dean of admissions and
records, said as the preparations
begin, his office is trying to address
some students' complaints of past
registrations.
Bryan sa id he had received an
anonymous letter asserting com·
plaints with the pre-r egistration
process.
"The letter bad concerns about ( 1)
workers pre·registering their friends
before their scheduled time, (2) peo-

"'~Kurth

to initial the trial schedule."
Lori Dial, registration and records
supervisor, agreed saying when she
trains the workers for registration
they are warned about dishonesty.
Bryan said there is a handful of
people who do have to pre-register
early, but those people are in administrative positions that require
them to have specific schedules.
Bryan said the coaching staffs were
also sent letters informing them that
student athletes cannot be given
priority in pre-registering and can
Please aee LINES
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90nfirms cutback suspicions

By MELANIE BUCKLIN

cost of their education, and the state
subsidizes (before the cut) about 73
percent of each student's education.
"Basically what the state is saying
is 'We can't afford to subsidize each
student's education 73 percent,"' he
said.
Because tuition is set by the Coun·
cil on Higher Education Kurth said
the only flexibility in fees available
is the student activity fee.
Kurth said, for example, were the
Board of Regents to increase the fee
50 percent, it would only create
$363,600 in revenue to offset the
cuts, which could' reach $4.5 million.
" Actually, an increase in student
fees of a large proportion would only

Editor in Chief

Murray State University President
Ronald J. Kurth told a House Budget
Review Subcommittee last week that
MSU would have no other options
left to meet proposed decrements
other than raising its student activity fee, trim"'ing its programs and
cutting its personnel.
Kurth said none of the figures for
cutbacks on campus are finalized,
but he did want to give the
legislators a " hands-on" view of how
seriously more cuts would affect the
University.
Kurth said students are currently
paying for about 27 percent of the

cut the state subsidization to about
71 to 72 percent," he said.
Therefore, Kurth said, there are
only two other places to go to absorb
the cuts - personnel and
programming.
Kurth told the legislators that bet·
ween 53 and 70 of MSU's 670 staff
positions could be cut, as many as 40
student workers and graduate
assistantships could be terminated
and approximately 25 faculty pOsitions could be eliminated.
He also told the legislators that 14
academic programs may have to be
Please see BUDGET

PUPPY LOVE
Dan Carden, a Junior sociology and psychology major from Paducah, and
his Keeshond Wesley practice their tricks.
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Liability concerns sweep across

campu~

By JENNIFER MOORE

Hall said she believes this
may help her situation, and she
has returned to Panhellenic as
adviser, but she said she is still
concerned with the risk she
may be taking.
Vickie Jones, assistant
University attorney and adviser to Alpha Omicron Pi
sorority, said this document is
definitely a step in the right
direction. She said even though
it was not a legal document and
did not require a notory, it still
will hold U'p in a court of law.
Jones said this document
would be used if an adviser was
named separately in a liability ·
suit and negligence would have
to be proven.
"If an adviser was sued, and
they were without fault, this -

Reporter
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A growing concern for adviser
liability exists at Murray State
University, and no one seems to
know where the solution lies.
Jim Baurer, director of the
Curris Center, said clubs and
organizations on campus are
recognized by the Pniversity as
an individual student and are
not covered by any University
liability insurance policies.
However, advisers in the
scope of employment, such as
resident hall advisers, would be
covered by the University,
Baurer said. But there is no
standard policy exempting
volunteer advisers from being
held liable in the case of an accident, he said. This means
they are responsible for their
own liability, and, unfortunately, there is currently not a
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specific solution to the problem.
"It's a very grey area. There
is no black and white to it. All
we can do is take the steps to
help try to reduce liability for
advisers," he said.
Still, this is an issue that has
many campus advisers concerned and re-thinking their commitment to organizations.
Concern began in the fall
1990 semester when Jane Hall,
Panhellenic adviser, resigned
her position because there was
no liability acknowledgement
on her behalf. Becau.~ of her
resignation, administrators
decided it was time to address
the issue.
"Greek fraternity and sorority advisers are covered by their
individual national policies.
Phil {Parrish, IFC adviser) and
I don't have any national
coverage, nor are we covered by

-A_C_LO
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STDI

~
Sexually transmitted diseases are becoming a
problem for everyone, but particularly for col·
lege students who are becoming a high risk
group.
Area medical professionals and pharmacists
agree people should take more precautions to
. protect themselves and their loved ones.
This week The Mu"ay State News takes a
closer look at sexually transmitted diseases
their effects and means of prevention.
Stories on Page 5

the University," Hall said.
Beginning in the fall 1991
semester, when campus
organizations turned in their
annual "Registration of Student Groups" forms with the
student activities office, they
were also responsible for a new
form titled, "Pledge of Advisory
Support."
This form said club and
organization members are
"responsible for their own
behavior . Advisers are
volunteers and do not control
the club. Their role is one of
s upport. They provide advice,
recommendations and sugges·
tions when asked.•The adviser
does not assume the responsibility for actions or conduct of
club members."
This document must be
understood and signed by the
adviser and executive officers.

Please see LIABILITY
Pages

Board meeting

Index

The Board of Regents will meet March
17 in the boardroom on the third floor of
Wells Hall.
A major component of the discussion
will be the budget cuts being proposed
by state administration.
In response to those cuts the Regents are expected to discuss and
approve or disapprove a plan for meet·
ing the cuts on campus.
Possible topics include fee Increases,
for the student activity fee and room
and board, program terminations and
personnel cutbacks.
The meeting is open to the public..
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MSU continues to recy~le
By AMY GREWE
Staff Writer

In an attempt to prevent
future environmental problems, Murray State University is continuing its effort of
recycling materials on campus.
Wayne Harper, assist ant
director of transportation services, said they have been
recycling yard wastes, used
motor oils, batteries, old tires
and scrap metal for several
years.
Harper said they have also
started recycling computer and
high grade office paper and
a luminum cans.
Recycling paper began in
November 1990, Harper said.
He said MSU made the decision on an executive order to
continue recycling recommendations the state made.
"Our main goal is to reduce
the amount of solid wastes and
its environmental and
economic impact," Harper said.
"Burying solid wastes can
cause environmental problems
such as ground a nd water
pollution."
Harper said recycling also
keeps it from taking up land
space.
"The cost of building and
maintaining
landfills according
!John Morgan, a junior finance major from Dearborn Heights,
:recycles his Mello Yello can at one of the many recycling bins on to government standards is
very high and many being used
:campus.
are nearing capacity," he said.
I

•I
•

-~pward
•

NEWSBRIEFS

Harper said MSU is off to a
good start with its recycling
program.
"Since we began, we have
recycled over 46,000 pounds of
computer paper, over 57,000
pounds of office paper and 2,886
pounds of aluminum cans,'' he
said.
Harper said each desk area
has a container for recyclable
paper which the grounds
employees later take to a purchaser of the material.
"It's a good start. I think it is
everyone's responsibility,'' he
said. "We have gotten a good
response. I think everyone sees
the need for it."
Johnny Herndon, associate
director of grounds
maintenance, said his department has been involved in
recycling for many years.
"We have been recycling
tires, batteries, used oil and
scrap metals since 1979,'' Herndon said.
"We have a system that has
100 percent involvement with
our people," Herndon said. "We
clean it up as we go."
Herndon said they have an individual system for each item
they recycle.
"Batteries we recharge, let it
set and retest it. If it'Rstill good
we reuse it," he said. "If it tests
bad we store it for 12 months
and it's sold once a year at an
auction."

Bound ranked first in nation

ttaff Report

: Murray State University is
~he home of the top Upward
t3ound program in the United
States.
! The ranking was determined
by a grant that had to be writlen for the Department of
Education in Washington, D.C.,
said Barbara Keel, director of
Upward Bound.
~urray State earned the
maximum 100 percent possible
from t~ three p(jople who
obserVed the'grant.
Sine~ the program is federally
funded the grant consisted of
.writing a report about the

budget, prior experiences and
the present state of the
program.
''We have to explain why we
need this type of program,"
Keel said.
She said she expects to be
notified later this spring if the
program will be funded for the
next three years. Keel said she
believes the program will get
the funding.
Keel said the Upward BouD!d
program at Murray State
recruits students from 13 high
schools in the Jackson Purchase area and tries to reach

Many of the students who get
them as freshmen and
into the program have low selfsophomores.
She said the "good publicity" esteem. Keel said she and her
from being number one made staff try to work with them so
people realize what the pro- • they will have higher selfgram offered a nd helped recruit esteem before they graduate.
"We work on them socially,
students to the program. ~ost
students in this program attend academically and mentally,"
Murray State after high school Keel said.
When students show an ingraduation and some of those
who do not may transfer to terest in going to college and
participating in Upward
MSU, Keel said.
She said 75 students a re cur- Bound, Keel said she sends out
rently: ~&cUve members in the a packet of papers to the -:$u-..program, and it is ftfnded for dent and parents. The students 75. However, between 50 and and parents are interviewed to
100 students are on the waiting determine how dedicated they
list to get into the program.
are to a college education .

Internationalizing the curriculum
A conference sponsored by the Center for International Prcr ,
grams will be in Paducah April 3-4.
'
The conference will consist of eight sessions. There will be
no registration fee for Murray State faculty and staff.
However, advance registration is required for planning
purposes.
To phone register, call 762-4152 or you can fax your
registration to 762-4411.
Registration forms can also be picked up in the Center for
International Programs, second floor, Lowry Center.

.Woman's program April 4
A half-day woman's program, "Your Self is Showing... Design the Powerful You," will be presented from 9 a.m.
until noon April 4 in the Curris Center Theater.
Judy Overbey and Barbara Fielder will sponsor and present this program.
Women who wish to register can call 753-0222. Early
registration costs $30. Door registration costs $35. Credit
cards will be accepted.

1992-93 financial aid due soon
Any prospective or currently enrolled student who plans to
attend Murray State University for the 1992-93 school year
and who will need financial aid should fi ll out an application
and submit it to the student financial aid office by April 1.
'The Kentucky Financial Aid Form must also be filed by
both in-state and out-of-state students who are requesting
aid. Both the KF AF and Murray State financial aid applications are in the student financial aid office, located in t he
basement of Sparks Hall .

Upward Bound testing offered
Upward Bound will test eighth and ninth graders from the
eight counties in the Jackson Purchase Area for admittance
into the program at 9 a.m., March 28 in Murray State's
Mason Hall Auditorium.
The students will be tested in the areas of reading,
mathematics, English and science.
For an application or more information, call the Upward
Bound office at 762·4499.

• FOR YOUR INFORMATION
• Meeting. Student Alumni Association, 5 p.m., today, Curris Center
theater.
• Deadline. CISR grants, 4:30 p.m., today, Room 104 Wilson Hall.
• Clasaes dlamlseed . First half-semester classes end, and Spring
Break begins, Saturday, March 7.
• Workshop. High School Journalism and Broadcasting workshop, 8
a.m .• Monday, March 9, Curris Center.
• Course. " Hazardous Waste Worker," 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday,
March 9 through March 13, Room 146 Collins Center for Industry and
fl
Technology. Cost $695.
• Office• ctoeed. AWT\InisJratitte o~~- ~ ; ,..
,,._
'Will close March 11 through 13.
"--• Competition. Kentucky Academic Decathlon, 9 a.m., Saturday,
March 14, Curris Center.
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'Real world' awaits for students
By Kathy Eidson

KHEAA hurt by budget cuts
'•

Kentucky's higher education is going
'through some hard times with recent state:mandated budget cuts and more proposed
,by Gov. Brereton Jones. One of the higher
educational programs which has been pro'posed to be cut is the Kentucky Higher
;Education Assistance Authority Work:Study Program.
1 As of June 30, 1992, Murray State
JUniversity's KHEAA program will no
il_?nger be funded by the state, said Linda
~Jackson, coordinator of KHEAA at MSU.
! "The subcommittee of Job Training,
!Licensing and Industry recommended to
;double current funding for the work-study
:program, which for the fiscal year 91-92
KHEAA has a budget of$1 million;• accor!ding to information from the KHEAA state
toffice.
But instead of doubling the budget aptpropriations, the program is not receiving
•any funds in the governor's proposed

I

~udget.

! "Whether or not those figures will re)nain intact after the legislature approves
~he budget, I don't know. But my
understanding is that there is not going to
be a whole lot of change from the governor's proposed budget because there is no
:money," Senator Jeff Green said.
: He said there is not enough money for
-every program this year.
: "If we took to put more money in that
:Srea, it would have to be taken from
:another project. It's just so lean there's not
'a lot of fat this year.'' Green said.
: KHEAA is a program which involves
£ollege-level institutions and employers in
assisting students in finding positions with
'Career-related experience.
: In order for a student to be eligible for the
KHEAA Work-Study Program he or she
must meet strict requirements.
: "It. is funded by the state of Kentucky,
therefore it's limited to Kentucky resident
students," Jackson said.
!' According to information from the
KHEAA state office, the student must be
in good standing with the participating institution and make progress academically.

The student must have a grade point reached, then he or she cannot work any
longer for that time period, Kind said.
average of at least a 2.0.
Enrollment of at least half.tfme in the
"If they make $10 per hour they wouldn't
participating institution is required of the be able to work as many hours as if they
student.
made $4.25 per hour," Kind said.
He or she cannot major in religion,
Since KHEAA is state funded, partheology or divinity.
The student is not allowed to work in any ticipating employers are asked to pay the
other campus work-study program.
going rate for the position for which the
"They have to have some financial need, student is hired.
but it works a little different than grants or
Participating employers "must pay
loans. If you're not eligible for student
financial aid, you are eligible for this pro- KWSP students the prevailing market
wage rate which cannot be less than the
gram," Jackson said.
According to a pamphlet from KHEAA. if federal minimum wage. With funds provida student owes a refund on a state grant or ed by KHEAA, institutions will reimburse
is in default on a Stafford Loan he or she is employers $2 for each hour worked by
students,'' according to an employer inforineligible for the KWSP.
According to the pamphlet, any employ- mation pamphlet from KHEAA.
ment agreements outlined by the employer
Ron Christopher, a Murray attorney, has
or the educational institution must be exbeen involved in the program since it was
ecuted by the student.
Any eligible student can participate in established.
the KWSP by applying in the cooperative
He said he decided to participate in the
education and placement office located in
program
because he could get skilled
Ordway Hall.
workers at a "bargain rate."
Once the cooperative education and
placement office receives all of the com"It's a shame the program is going to be
pleted applications from the student, the discontinued," Christopher said.
staff must determine his or her eligibility.
An employer must "provide eligible
First, the application is sent to the stu- students with bona fide career-related
dent financial aid office. Each student's work experience as determined by the parbudget is then figured.
ticipating institution," according to the
KHEAA pamphlet.
"Everybody has a budget. For example, if
you're a dependent student living on camLisa Havenstrite, assistant director of copus, your budget is $5,350 (per year).You op and placement, said most employers are
cannot earn more than that budget in gt_:oss looking for people with not only high grade
wages. We take that budget and deduct point averages but also with as much
any financial aid that student receives. and career-related experience as possible to
whatever is left is what the student can hire for open positions.
earn," said Jan Kind, assistant director for
student employment.
"What I am seeing, as far as permanent
placement,
some of the employers are reKind said the wages each student
quiring
for
students to have some type of
receives varies. It could be minumum wage
practical work experience prior to graduaor $6 per hour.
tion," Havenstrite said.
The number of hours a student can work
"The job market is very competitive so
depends on the wages. Once the specific
amount of wages a student can earn is any experience will help," Jackson said.

..

-,

Students learn
from program
A cooperative education program is olfered to all students
with at least a 2.3 grade point average who have completed
their sophomore year.
This program allows students to get hands·on experience in
their choice of careers.
"Co-op is where the student works in a pre-professional
work environment related to their academic major." said
Lisa Havenstrite, assistant director of co·op and placement.
Buddy McDaniel, a senior occupational safety and health
major from Marion, Ky., participated in the co·op program
last summer at Willamette Industries in Hawesville.
"I performed the duties of safety director such as safety
audits, training programs and reviewing standards,"
McDaniel said.
"These are the duties I will be performing once I get into
the work force, so I am very pleased that I got to get the quality experience," he said.
McDaniel said he gained a great deal of experience outside
of his major just by interacting with management as well as
hourly personnel.
To participate 'in the program, a student must have a
resume on file in the cooperative education and placement
office.
"The participating companies have to offer full-time, paid
positions to the students,'' Havenstrite said.
Havenstrite said a student usually does not work in a co-op
position and attend schooL
"You do get co-op credit. You can get three hours credit for
three semesters for a total of nine hours," Havenstrite said.
The credit is on a pass/fail basis.
"The students that come back are more mature, more into
their studies and they've got their money to finance their college education," Havenstrite said.
"Ccrop positions are available in various time frames. You
can work for a summer, a semester, six months, etc. - up to
one full-year at a time," according to a pamphlet from the
cooperative education and placement office.
Havenstrite said some employers want students to work
alternating periods. A student can work one semester, go to
school the next semester and go back to work the following
semester.
Havenstrite said approximately 60 percont of students who
participate in the co-op program have jobs prior to
graduation.
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f ·in'ding a job becomes eas.ier with assistance
I

Murray State University
students who have yet to fmd a
~b after graduation or even
cihoosc a major do not have to
~k far for help.
t:The cooperative education
fld placement center in Ordway Hall helps students in any
situation which deals with
weers.
£The services offered by the of9Ce provide the student with
~ot only cooperative education
tPPOrtunities and placement
assistance, but also workshops
in resume writing, the National
Student Exchange, part and
(ull-time employment job
listings, interview skill
a.evelopment, career counseling
and other assistance.
The first thing every student
~ould do when coming to MSU
~s a freshman is write a
•resume.
;~ Bill Ferguson, coordinator of
~he placement office, said it is
l)etter to start off with a resume
so the student can be better
' repared for the working world.
: "A good resume and introduc. ry letter are necessary for toy's competitive job market,"
'ccording to a cooperative

!

·education and placement
pamphlet.
''Many businesses cut out applicants who have poor
resumes," Ferguson said.
There are resume workshops
available in the placement office to all students. Workshops
are offered every two weeks.
This office also offers a pro·
gram which allows an
undergraduate student to attend another university or college for up to one year in the
United States, said Ross
Meloan, director of cooperative
education and placement.
The National Student Exchange Program is a way a student can get a broader education and a better outlook on different areas of the country.
"Some students go to a
university in another part of
the country to see if he or she
would like to move to that area
to work after graduation," said
Lisa Havenstrite, assistant
director of cooperative education and placement.
Any interested students can
apply in the placement office.
The placement office also
helps both businesses and
students by posting biweekly

"The better you
know a company,
the easier it is to
get a job"
-William Ferguson

bulletins of openings in various
areas of study. Ferguson said
many students receive positions using this method.
Murray State also offers five
career days in an academic year
which are sponsored by the office of cooperative education
and placement.
These programs invite
businesses nationwide to come
to campus and interview
students in an informal
manner.
There is a business/government/and industry career day,
a teacher career day, a health
services career day and an
agricultul'e career day.
These interviews allow
businesses to meet with
students and collect resumes
for any open positions or for

:•
•

Be on time. Try to be at least 15 minutes early.
Learn the interviewer's name and use it when it is appropriate.
A friendly, firm handshake is a must.
Wait until you are asked before you sit down.
Take a relaxed but alert position in a chair.
Maintain good eye contact with the interviewer.
Don't smoke or chew gum.
Try to eliminate nervous habits such as kicking a crossed leg, clasping and
unclasping hands or fumbling with your buttons or tie.
Act natural and be yourself. Do not try to ''role play."
Be conscious of your body language. Dead pans don't get jobs. Your
reactions, movements and mannerisms can often make or break you.
React to the interviewer's questions and comments.

Source: PLACEMENT OFFICE

L...

Source: PLACEMENT OFFICE

Graphic by BRYANT. ADAMS

Dressing for success becomes important in interview
As graduation nears for many Murray State
University students the reality of finding a job
becomes a priority, and the job interview
becomes an important step toward a career.
A student must consider many things before
ever walking into an interview.
The cooperative education and placement office
offers many programs for preparing for the job
interview.
Video tapes are available for students to
prepare for an interview. There are also pamphlets which give guidelines to help
interviewees.
Resume workshops are also available in the
placement office.
Personal appearance is a critical part of the job
interview. According to a pamphlet from the
placement office, someone who is being interviewed should dress conservatively and
professionally.

t

•t

• Letter wr\t\nQ ss\stance
• Job \ntetv\eW aportun\t\eS
• Federa\ \Ob op
• Emp\o'ier \i\erature

Job interview tips offered ·

:.Important Interview Manners
•
•
.•
•
•
•
:•

positions which might come
available in the future.
"The problem with career
days is that with the economy
bad, many businesses have cut
the money used for travel so
there are not as many coming,''
Ferguson said.
He said some businesses
write or call the placement office if they are unable to attend
to let students know there are
open positions.
On-campus interviews are
another way to help students
find jobs. For example, a corporation will send information
saying there are positions open
and they would like to come to
Murray State to conduct interviews. A student can schedule
an appointment for various interviews by signing up in the
placement office.
These interviews are formal
and require appropriate attire.
Ferguson said a student
needs to be aware of the company's background before the
interview.
"The better you know a company, the easier it is to get a
job/' Ferguson said.

News special report

'"'

"Men should wear dark suits with conservative: matching ties, and women should wear plain•
suits with conservative blouses and skirts or a:
dress," according to the pamphlet.
•
A student must be prepared to answer ques-:
tiona about hobbies, honors, leadership roles/
work history, plans for the future and:.
aspirations.
::
A company wants u student to be able to tell
about the business, said Bill Ferguson, coordinator of placement services.
He said knowledge of the company will show ~
the student's interest.
'
A student can obtain information on most ~
businesses through the office of cooperative:
:
education and placement.
"Personal characteristics that add to your hire :~
appeal are sense of humor, personal values, •
warmth, adaptability, self confidence, maturity ·.
and interest span," according to the pamphlet. :;-

·,
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Keep interests
with fee hike
The University has wrestled with the issu e.
The comparisons have been made. Now th e time
of truth has arrived.
It is almost inevitable the student activity fee
is going to be raised. The amount is not known
yet, but it probably will almost double.
Of the current activity fee, more than 36
percent goes to athletics. Then another $50,000
is given to the same department from t h e
general fund and other resources.
That is a big chunk, especially when compared
to other depar tments and services t h at t h e
activity fee is supposed to cover.
With a raise in the fee, there should be an
increase in services offered, or at least offer
better quality services.
But there will not be. Instead, a major portion
of the increase will again go to athletics.
Is this the only interest a student at Murray
State has? The answer is no, students have
many varied interests, and the raise in the fee
should also reflect those interests.
We understand ther has to be a fee increase.
But if there is going to be one, each department
should receive a raise proportionate to the other
departments and the services they offer.
To raise a fee just for one department would
rob the students of their other interests.

Human essence placed
into administration again
Students complained and action was taken.
That is quite an accomplishment in this day
and age of bureaucratic red tape.
When Phil Bryan heard of the problems
stu1ients encounter at the registration lines, he
took. steps to ease their anxieties. It will not
necessarily make the lines move quicker, but it
will ensure that those who are supposed to be
registering are.
No longer will there be short cuts for t he
privileged few, and there will be no more back
doors.
To Bryan, we give him the "Play of the Day."
It is not so much the fact that he provided
improvements to a system that needed it, but it
is the fact he initiated the improvements as a
result of a student request. With his actions, he
gives a face to an administration who sometimes
seems apathetic to students' concerns.
For registration to run quickly and smoothly
would be a student's dream, but to find help in a
sea of run-a-rounds is an answer to a student's
prayers.
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Senior

Student fashion
has significance
Today it is fashionable for
many blacks to wear Afroeccentric clothing. Walking
around campus you will see
hats with an X; red, black and
green necklaces in the shape of
Africa; shirts with the pictures
of Martin, Malcolm and other
famous black leaders; personalities and sayings like
"Black To The Future" and
"It's A Black Thing. You
Wouldn't Understand."
Wh.en I see someone wearing
any of these articles, usually I
will ask them why they are
wearing it and what does it
mean to them. More times than
not the answer is, "Because it is
'the style.'"
I never felt a need to question
anyone about their knowledge
of black history until an incident I witnessed last fall in
registration line.
A young black man, a white
female and myself were in line
together, and after a time we
began to talk.
Finally the female noticed the
young man's shirt. It was one of
those that read, "MARTIN,
MALCOLM, MARCUS,
MARLEY and ME."
She told him that she liked it
and asked what it meant. The
young man thanked her, smiled
and said, "I don't know. I'm just
sporting it."
I was embarrassed, ashamed
••
and
very ANGRY.
To the Editor:
and diffusion of this heated students as well as prepare
So
to that young man and the
I am by no means a critic or issue).
them for hands on jobs outside
others
like him, who are 'just
a radical but rather an • Administration Decision of the classroom. P r esently,
sporting'
these items, here are
individual who h opes h is Making
Please make educators serve as relays of a
a
few
things
you can tell sowo rds of ob servation will d ecisions b ased on future multitude of data to students
meone
if
you
are ever asked I
stimu late student action and
who
serve
as
copier
machines
projections and take into
maybe shine a light on those account
in
the
classroom.
We
need
inabout
your
hat,
your necklace 1
what
the
in authority to listen more ramifications are as a result. class verbal participation!
or shirt in the future.
I
closely to the majority and One exam ple would be the • Meal Plan and Health
The Marcus on the shirt is 1
make more careful decision s r enewal of one coach's Insurance
Marcus Garvey, a man who ;
University
based on long range planning contract based on budgetary mandatory policies forcing
founded one of the first black l
rather than present political reasoning rat her than students to comply with
nationalist movements in the I
positioning.
consideration of continuing stipulations infringe upon the
1920s in New York.
;I
Here are just a few topics of unrest in a program and the right and freedom of choice we
The Marley on the shirt is for •
concern:
dissatisfaction of boosters, should have as individuals.
Bob Marley, reggae musician I
• University Parking- Come parents, players and students.
Although my comments are
and Rastafarian. Rastafarian is
on people! The college student Another exampl e is the just a sample of what remains
a member of a religious sect 1
is already one of the most athletic complex design and to be commented on, I hope
that orginated in Ethiopia with •
economically targeted sector use seems to point toward some people take an interest.
Haile
Selassie, the last !
making money. Devise a plan overwhelming u se by the Even though this is not th e
emperor.
The religion found it's ~
fair to all. For example, create athletic teams and little use 1960s, it is time for a unifying
way
to
the
islands of the Carib- '
by
the
community
as
well
as
more
park ing
places,
movement on behalf of all
bean.
Marley
died of cancer in 1
the
University
students.
This
eliminate a ll parking codes
individuals in order to make
new
facility
is
to
seat
1981.
At
the
height of his j
except for faculty and
change - changes that a r e
8,000 beneficial to us as well as
career, he accounted for an 1
administration or eliminate approximately
eighth of Jamaica's gross na- !
the number of tickets an spectators with no room for generations to follow.
individual is assessed during fu tur e expansion if needed.
tional product.
Remember, the voices of an
a certain time frame. Come on Parking WILL be a problem.
unrestful number of soul s
The "It's A Black Thing...You l
students, aren't you fed u p?
• Level of Education - One directed toward the right rung Wouldn't Understand" shirt l
Please take your complaint to word.. .
CREATIVITY. on the hierarchical ladd er
has a picture of two athletes '
the on es in charge on this Educators need to start wn.L make a difference.
with
black gloved clenched ~
issue (not SGA, which h as creating and producing
fists, bowed heads and black
been created for additional applicable pr oblem solving
Craig A. Clemens sock feet on a victory stand. The
r ed tape and as a diversion techniqu es to interest
student
men are John Carlos and Tommy Smith. They are at the
medal ceremonies of the
To the Editor:
200-meter dash at the 1968
Summer Olympic Games in
This is a "'thank you• from our staff to yours.
Mexico City. They won the gold
We at student health services have been most pleased with
your articles that address health care issues (weight control,
and bronze medals.
alcohol use, women's health, safer sex). Alyssa Harvey, Teresa To the Editor:
Many black American
It was encouraging to be
Mays, Amy Helm and Amy Gr ewe are to be congratulated for
athletes
boycotted those Games
with the students, faculty,
P'·esenting these topics accurately and interestingly.
because
of
the racial and social
concerned citizens and county
College students are pressed by the volume of information and clerk, Teresa Ru shing, for upheaval that was happening
experiences that require assimilation in such a short span of discussion of innovations in in America at that time in·
time. Part of our mission at student h ealth services is to voter registr ation and voter
eluding the assassinations of
stimulate and assist students in developing Bkills that promote turnout.
Dr. King and Bobby Kennedy
long-range healthy lifestyles. We appreciate your assistance in
Of the 800,000 Kentuckians and the anti-war demostra- .
publicizing some of these issues.
over the age of 18 who are not tions. As "The Star-Spangled
registered to vote, many are
Banner" began to play, they
Louis Anderson, RN college students.
lowered
their heads and raised
As we work together to
StaffNurse!Health Educator
their
fist
to the sky in a silent
reduce cam paign costs,
protest.
Needless
to say, it cost
consolidate elections and
them
a
great
deal.
invite many alienated citizens
back into the system, please
To the Editor:
If you must make a statement
register
and vote.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank Bart Schofield
with your fashion, I believe
I welcome your id eas for that you should be able to
for keeping the interests of the students first and foremost in his
improving voter r egistrat ion
mind.
answer a question concerning
Bart kept the Board of Regents from "slipping one by him• and turnout at 502-564-3490 your fashion choices. After all, 1
or mail to Secretary of State,
before he had a chance to know the facts.
Keep up the good work, Bart, and when it comes time the Capitol, uite 150, 700 Capital who wants to look bad?
Ave, Frankfort, Ky., 60601.
students will .know you made the decision that is best for us.

Reader shows concerns about MSU

l

l

111 Wilson Hall

2609 University Station

-

TONY

•·am.

The Murra.Y Stale N<'U'4 ia prepared and ed1W by journalism studenl& under the ad·
viRrship of Dr. Ann L. Landini. assi~ant professor m the department ofjourruliiam a nd
radioltelevi8ion. Opinion• expresl!(od are ~ho~u of the editors and other •i11ned wriU>rs.
These opinions do not necessarily represent ~he view of journalism faculty or the
Univer~1ty. This is un offic1al publication of Murray State University.
Th' Murray State Nru.·• welcomes letters to the editor. The deadline for aubmitting b 4
p.m. on t he Mondo)· prior to Friday's paper. Letters are publishod u &pace allows. and
the Nf'w• .-.,.,erves tho right to edit l11tters w conform with a~yle and ll~c•al considern·
tions. Alllrtl!•ra ~hould be typed and double·Jpaced and ~hould not run m Qr e than 300
words. All letters must bo signed and mclude the writer's uddr- . classification or title
and phone number for verification. Letters signed by more than ono person may be
printed nt the l>tafrs d1scretion.. All letters printed w1\l be on file at the .Vtwa office for
public inspec:lton.
Th<' Murray St4t•' N~twl is publi~hed weekly during fall and ~pnng aeme~~ers except
during holiday and exsmination pClriods.

Health services thanks staff

Secretary of state
urges people
to register to vote

Student thanks SGA president

James A. Peterson
student

BobBabbage
Secretary of State

TONY KENDALL is a senior jour·
nalism major from Murray.
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Precautions may prevent STDs
By Alyssa Harvey

Student Health sees few STD cases
Col l ege st ud e n ts a r e
someti mes k nown for the
carefree way they a pproach
~dati ng. They fi nd someone they
r ea l ly care a b o u t, and
sometimes the r elationship
. moves swiftly.
In t he article, "Is Va lue-Free
Sex Ta lk Valuable?" by Bert
Meiscnbach, MD, which was
featured in the Journal of
A merican College Health , there
is a study that s hows 25 percent
of all 15-ycar -olds and 75 percent of all 19-year-olds in the
United Slates are sexually
actlve.
Daphcne Mowery. a clinical
nursing s upervisor at Calloway
County Health Center, said
people under the age of 30 are
most susceptible to STDs.
''They ore the most active
with the most partners,' ' she
said.
·
Bridget Stuart, a staff nurse
at .student health services,
agreed saying college students
are egpccially susceptible to
STDs.
" Young peopl e do risky
things, and it h; not just sex.
T here is also drinking and driving," she said
So ar('a medical professionals
ar e trying to help college
students maintain a healthy
JifeHtyle.
Mowery said they do not see
many people with sexually
tra nsmitted diseases.
" Most people know we don't
have a doctor, so we don't see
many," she snid.
"We cooperntc with a private
physician to get a person
treated," she said.
Mowery said she has been
reading and hearing many
stor ies a bout an increase of
STDs.
" We don ' t see it here .
Everyone is respons ible for

What Are the Common STDs? - - - - - - •
Any of these STDs can be transmitted through sexual contact (including vaginal, anal and oral-genital
contact) with an infected partner who may or may not have symptoms.
What are the signs?

What are the signs?
CHLAMYDIA

PainiMI ulcer (chancre) at point of

SYPHILUS

About 75% of Infected

ccntact. &..ually around the penile shaft,

people have no symptoms.
However, there may be a

VllglnaJ opening, «

anus.

mild mucus·lfke discharge

HIV INFECTION

from the genitals or stinging
when urinating.

Molt people with HIV may show no

and AIDS

symptom~ for many

lble to transmit the virus. HIV causes a
apectrwn of conditions from mild

HPV
INFECTION

Warts are palnleu
growths around the genitals
In men and women.
Infected people who don,
have symptoms are still
oontagioua.

GENITAL
HERPES

yNr1 but are still

symptDma to a MYere

Immune defl

dency atata (AIDS). People with AIDS

. . . - a unuaual, Dfe.threnanlng
Wlldlona, CII'IC8f'l and neurological
problema.

Sorel appear arOU1d
genitals or anus, on.n with

small blisters. Some people
have no symptoms but are
infected and contagious.
GONORRHEA

Menmayhavea creamy
puss-like penile discharge
and pain when urinating.
Graphic by BRYAN T . ADAMS

Source AMERICAN COLLEGE HEALT H ASSOCI ATION

themselves,'' she said.
Stuart.' said student health
services does at least three
pelvic exams a day. She said all
of the girls are usually concern·
ed about having an STD. but
many are yeast infections.

Stuart said they do tests for
many con1mon STDS including
gardnerella, commonly known
as bacterial vaginitis, which is
usually harmless, and
chlamydia, in which the patient
usually must take tetracycline.

There has been an increase in
gonorrhea ca&es here, although
the number of cases nationally
has dropped .
"Gonorrhea is one we will
give you medicine for right
away;• she said.

Stuart said they have no real
test for the human
papillomavirus which causes
genital warts.
"It's more of a visual examination. We don't do any
tests here for it," she said .
She said 96 percent of college
students know about Acquired
Immunodeficiency Syndrome,
yet 87 percent do not use
condoms.
"Some reasons are ignorance,
low self-esteem or they do not
believe it will happen to them,"
she said.
Stuart said students' reac·
tions to finding out they have
an STD have ranged from
somewhat unconcerned to com·
pletely devastated.
Stuart said abstinance is the
best method of safe sex.
Student health gives students
free condoms, and many
students take advantage of the
service, Stuart said.
"If you won't abstain, a con·
dom is better than nothing,"
she said.
Because females usually have
a discharge, Stuart said women
should know when there is
something different about it.
"Know what is normal. Don't
delay. Come over to get check·
ed, or go to a health department
or physician if not here to get a
vaginal exam," she said.
Some partners do not communicate very well. Stuart said
there have been many people
who come in and do not know
what is wrong with their
partners.
"Find out what your partner
is taking and the symptoms.
Then go get checked," she said.
Stuart said having one STD
can make a person vulnerable
to another because of raw areas
in the skin and continued unprotected intercourse.

.
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IabefOre
USe a tltW coi'ldOrft •· '""'
each seX aCt... ,•.. ,,
• Squeeze the tip of the ' ,
condom to remove excess
air that could cause the .
condom to break.
· ><
• When the penis is hard ,
before any sexual CQntiJd ,
place condom on tip and
down all the way~ ,
• After ejaculation, with· ,. ·
draw·penis while ,,still h~r,d .
• Hold ·on to.the rimofthe
con<lom·as you Withdr~ ..
·so.nothing teaks out> · \ <' .
•• ·:'Avoid furthfJr $exuaL:i~:: :t,
,OOf'ltact•with"yQ~J P.di'tfr.:~ ]g;

:until bOttf of''' . ·w"$h pur:,
:.sex e>rgans ~ aijy i;r~~s _
:;;, ·
that cat11$ 1n cohtactt with'·l
bodily·.fluids; ·'" ·· \ · f · /., J ;&
• If more lubriCation,is·· . 't
needed, use a water-based
or silicone lubricant. , · ·t
• 00 NOT'use oil based .
lubricants, petroiE!Urn{jelly, .
mineral oilS, vegetable oits;•
or cold creams because
they could break ttl$ , , .,

oondom.
• If you or your partner'
$Gnse burning or itching,:,
discontinue use of,this .,. l
C,Onde>m. Jry ao~hef~ty~ ' ·
of condcmt •· . .. , • , -. h '
·• tt"thi ·conetorrtt>re~~od'

·.semen ~pUJs (Jr ·~ak$::()(ft;' !: :;~,

yqu:'and••·y.oQt·p@nnerl)!''~"~=:>:'"i:,
should.waeJiJrrimediatfjfY.
• • If the coridom •.~ britt1'
or Sticky or lOoks ~m.l <:•.
ageo, do 110t use it. ..., ,.
• Stot8 condoms irl a ·
cool. dry plaCe. 00 net < "
~ them in a wallet:or

glove cort1P.art'i'net1t ·t<eep

them out of dirEtct sunPght.
Graphic by BRYANT. ADAMS
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How to Give a Sexual Self-exam One of the most potent ways for men and women to control their sexual
health Is to perform sexual self-examinations.
• For women: To perform a genital self-examination, sit down with your
legs open and spread your pubic hair apart with your fingers. Using a
mirror, examine your labia (the outer vaginal lips} for abnormal discharge,
redness, Inflammation, sores blisters, or warts. Next, spread and pull up
the labia and examine the hood of the clitoris. Also examine the inner
vaginal lips, urethra and the vaginal and anal openings. If you find
anything unususal, contact your doctor.
For men: To perform the testicular seH-examlnation, the man should
stand naked in front of a mirror and look for swelling of the scrotum. Next,
he should gently examine each testide using the following technique:
Place his two thumbs on top and gently grab the testicle from the bottom
with the index and middle fingers. Then gently roll the testicle between
the fingers. Hhe finds any lump of penile discharge, he should oontact a
urologist immediately.
~

Afinal note for both men and women: Good genital hygiene Is vital to the
perventlon of genital disorders. Both sexes should keep their genitals
clean and dry. To avoid allowing rectal bacteria to enter the vagina,
women should wipe front to back after a bowel movement.

Pharmacies sell STD protection
Pharmacies are places where
people generally go when they
are sick or in need of some last
minute necessities. One of
these last minute necessities
can sometimes be a condom.
Some area pharmacists sell
condoms and can give advice
about the brand and style to
buy.
Charlie Adams, a pharmacist
at Charlie's Safe-T-Discount
Pharmacy, said he sells several
brands of condoms in many different styles.
Adams said the most popular
brands in his store are Trojan
and- Sheik. Condoms cost from
$3 to $8 depending on what
kind a person buys.
"You should use a reservoir

tip to help prevent breakage
and lubricated for ease,'' he
said.
Steve Comtton, a pharmacist
at The Clinic Pharmacy, said
he does not sell many condoms
at the store.
"We have a limited selection.
We are mostly a prescription
place,'' she said.
Comtton said the store sells
Lifestyles form-fitting condoms,
and they cost $1 for a package
of three.
''You should look for quality,
comfort and something that is
not going to break," he said.
Bob Dunn, owner of Holland
Drugs, said there has been an
increase of people buying condoms in his store.

" We've had an increase
within the last two years
because of disease," he said.
Dunn said he sells latex con·
doms. Trojans are the most
popular brand there and cost $4
to $7 a dozen.
"Look for quality. I think you
need to stay with an old com·
pany that has been testing for
years," he said.
Marty Davenport, a pharmacist at The Medicine Shoppe,
said the store just began selling
condoms. The only brand they
carry is Trojan. They cost $1.50
for a package of three latex con·
doms and $4 for a package of
lambskin condoms.
"In the last two weeks, we
had a lot of people asking for

them. We are mostly a prescrip-•
tion store," he said.
~
Ken Jones, a pharmacist at .
Wai-Mart, said he sells a ,
reasonable amount and variety 1
of condoms. He said the most
popular brand there is
Lifestyles. Condoms cost $4.50
to $5 for a dozen.
'
''Look for safety and reliability. Make sure they have been
tested and are unlikely to break
during use," he said.
~
I

Charles Tranthan, manager •
of K-Mart, said he sells a wide:
variety of condoms wit h the :
most popular brand being Tro- !
jan. Condoms cost $3 to $12 ;
depending on the quality of the ,
condom.

Graphic by BRYAN T. ADAMS
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Student regrets unprotected sex
Today's sexua l world is one in which people must take precautions. But because
many college students think nothing bad
will ever ha ppen to them, they sometimes
fall into a trap of unplanned pregnancies or
sexually trnnsmilted diseases.
"Jill" is one such person. She is a Mun-ay
State University student who wishes toremain anonvmous. She said she found out
she had h e;·pes nearly three years ago.
1
'1 had unprotected sex with a guy who I
had known for years. I had no idea," she
said. " I thought that since I knew him and
was interested in him, there was nothing
wrong with him. I had always considered
myself n good judge of character." she said.
Jill said she first began to suspect
something was wrong when she started
having nu-like symptoms nearly three
days later.
''One day I was in class, and 1 felt
fevel'ish like I was going to faint. I thought
I was catching the flu because I knew
several people who had been sick with it at
lhat Lime.'' she said.
Jill snid a few hout·s later, she noticed she
felt stinging and itching when she
urinated .

"I thought I was getting a yeast infection
or something. Since I was already sick, I
decided to go ahead and find out what that
was about,' ' she said.
The doctor told Jill some shocking news.
Although he had to send her tests to
another town, he said he was relatively
sure she had genital herpes.
"I didn't say anything at first because I
was in shock. I almost started laughing
because I thought he was joking," she said.
Reality hit when a nurse came in to give
Jill pamphlets about the disease, she said.
"I started crying. I couldn't believe this
was happening to me. I'm usually not
careless when it comes to condoms," she
said.
Jill said she felt numb about the disease
from that visit to the doctor until she found
out the test results were positive.
"l thought about it very little. Mostly I
was nervous, but I was positive they would
tell me they were mistaken, and life would
go on as it always had," she said.
Unfortunately, this did not happen. The
test results came back positive, and Jill
said she has not been the same since.
"I began to read everything I could about

it. I felt like I had some sort of control," she
said.
Jill said she never told her parents, and
she told very few of her friends.
" My parents would have been very upset.
They don't believe premarital sex is right.
My friends were shocked at first, but they
were supportive. They knew very little
about it because they asked me what
medication I was taking to get rid of it,"
she said.
Jill said she has a boyfriend now. She
said telling him was the hardest thing she
has ever done.
''You never know how someone will
react. He has been supportive and is still
healthy," she said.
Although cervical cancer and caesarian
births are a concern of female herpes victims, she said she does not constantly
worry about them.
"It's a part of my life, but it's not my entire life,'' she said.
Jill said she knows she will always have
the disease even though it rarely bothers
her now.
"I use condoms on a regular basis. I
would hate for this to happen to someone
else," she said.

'
"
Where to Call
I

If you have concerns or questions about STDs, the
following numbers can give you more information:
STD Hotline
1·800-227-8922
AIDS Hotline
1·800-342-AIDS
Herpes Hotline
415-328-771 o
Hotlines keep different hours around the country. If you
don't get an answer, try again later.
Source AMERICAN COLLEGE HEALTH ASSOC.

Graphic by BRYANT. ADAMS
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POLICE BEAT

BUDGET
Continued from Page 1

Photo by JUD COOK

SOME 'LOVETT' HOT
Dr. Frank Elwell, chairman of the sociology, anthropology and social work department,
decided to teach his class In the spring sunshine.

Feb. 25

eliminated if such substantial
budget cuts are mandated.
Kurth said t he figures he
presented to the legislators
were reached after looking nt a
possible $4.5 million cut and
establishing what programs
could be cut and what positions
go along with them.
Kurth said the administra·
tion has some preliminary
ideas about how and how much
the areas of personnel and programming may have to be cut,
but decl ined to comment
further.
"There are no final plans, but
we are concentrating very
heavily on not filling positions
and letting positions l'ide
through attrition so we don't
have to bite the bullet until July 1, a nd we can hope that there
will be some fortuitous develop·
ment between now and then.
"My goal right now is to
make sure the legislators
u nderstand when they cut
h igher education they are mortgaging some of the ambitions
they have for the state," he
said.

i

LINES
•

Dial said she plans to lock all
doors so there is only " one way
in and one wav out."
Continued from Page 1
Dial said a "financial hold
stamp"
will also be instituted
- fmly register at the time of
this
year.
~heir classification.
This stamp will signal the ter• Bryan said to keep people
trom breaking the line by say- minal operators whether that
~ng they have to get into the person indeed bas a financial
J>allroom to pay fees , no one will hold and is eligible to pret>e able to pay until it is his register at that time.
Bryan also said the registra·.
rcbeduled classification time.

tion staff is not able to back
date drop/add cards as was suggested, and anyone doing so can
lose his job.
Dial said a nother improvement made this year to shorten
lines and better prep are
students to register will be t he
addition of two self-h elp
terminals.
The termina l s wil l b e
available for students to access

and see what classes are closed
and what sections of classes
will fit in their schedules.
Bryan said he hopes these
ch a nges will improve preregistration this spring and address some students' concerns.
"If there is anything in the
system t hat is leading to
dishonesty, I ask that students
come to myself or Lori so we can
take care of it,'' he said.

11:58 a.m. -Someone reported that a car drove away from
Woods Hall when a fire alarm was pulled.
6:50 p.m. - A student was arrested under a warrent from
Hopkinsville. The student was charged with theft by decep·
tion for over $100 in bad checks. The suspect was charged
and returned to Hopkinsville.

Feb. 26
12:31 a.m.- A person notified public safety that water was
running into his bathroom window from the upstairs apart·
ment. Central heating and cooling plant was notified.

Fe b. 27
11:31 a.m.- An RA from Hart hall reported two females
fighting. The two females were fighting over one guy. The
fight was broken up, and no charges were filed.
8:10 p.m. - A resident of College Courts reported a
telephone pole being on fire behind 1100 building. Sparks
were corning from the power lines. Central plant repaired the
damage.

Feb. 28
5:03 a .m. - Public Safety was warned to be on the lookout
for a blue Toyota truck involved in a hit and run. The truck
was traveling west on Highway 94 and was a possible DUL
2:30 p.m. - Public safety contacted Dr. Eldon Heathcott
about two bulls loose on the farm. A Public safety officer
secured the gate.

Feb. 29
12:55 a.m. - A drunk student was reported on the fourth
floor of Franklin hall. The person was not found .
7:02p.m.- A fight was reported in the southeast corner of
the stadium track. The fight was over when public safety arrived, and there were no injuries.

_T_HE_F_O_R_UM
_ _ __ _ _

"How much does the University budget for

[ill landscaping and beautification and will it be
cut from the budget?"
-Michael Willey
business administration
senior

I

I

I

lABILITY

Continued from Page 1
I

aocument would be used in
~ourt. If, however, they were
knowingly or negligently at
fault. they could be guilty," she
tJJaid.
She said advisers should be
comfortable with this state·
ment, and it solves some of the
problems this University has

0

However, the problem arises
been having with liability for
with the fact that anyone can
some time.
All Greek organizations do be named in a liability suit , not
have a corporation policy. This just the organization. To ensure
policy is funded by members' against this threat, Baurer has
dues and takes away any in· invested in a $1 million individual liability. The corpora- dividual insurance policy. He
tion is a protective umbrella said with his involvement with
over the entire group. In the the Curris Center, student accase of a suit against the tivities and IFC the possibility
organization, liability would be of him being named in a liabilidirected toward the ty suit is one he cannot ignore.
Meanwhile. campus organizacorporation.

tions, Greek in particular. are
constantly faced with the
dilemma of how far they wilJ
take their activities with the
threat of a lawsuit always neal',
and advisers are finding it more
difficult to offer their services.
"Each year it becomes more
difficult to find University
organization advisers. not just
Greeks," Baurer said. ''No one
wants to take the risk
anymore."

Murray .

ft]

iE

''The question Is not easy to answer because the
budget Is set up to cover the entire campus. The
budget covers heavy equipment construction,
solid waste management and maintenance of
trees, shi'Ubs and lawns. We don't know exactly
how much of a cut we will have to absorb.•
-Charles Outland
Physie81 Plant , assistant to the diract6r

To submit your ques1ion about MSU carry It to 111 Wllaon Hall Of aop It In the "Ask
SGA & The Mutray Slme N~ malllox on th• first floor of the Currls C.nter. Questions
lhould include your name, dasaillcallon, major, home!CM'n, and phone number.

EXPERIENC
ENGLAND
with

Murray State Faculty
Summer 1992

,MSU faculty will be teaching MSU courses in England next summer.
•Why not join them for the experience of a lifetime? See Britain and
earn academic credit at the same time.

Under .$3,000
· Courses include ...

Airfare,
room and board, tours, tuition,
····.
·,,·::.'~ trayel within Britain, many extras

2 for $5.99 Lunch Buffet
or
2 for $6.99 Dinner Buffet
r-~----------------------,
16'@
BUFFET SPECIAL $1

•

I
1
I

2 all-you-can-eat
lunch buffets
•Dr1nks not included- spectal good thnNgh

$5

99 •

3/20/92

L-------------------------~

r-------------------------,
1$
BUFFET SPECIAL ("~b I

... in London ...

• Camille Serre (Art)-- Introduction to Art (ART 121)
• Ronald Cella (English) -- British Heroes and Heroism (HUM i05)
• Jean Lorrah (English) -Literary London (ENG 330)
• Gene Garfield (Political Science)- Gov ernment and Politics of
Western Europe (POL 551)

1
1
I

2 all-you-can-eat
Dinner buffets

$6991

•Dnnb not IDCluded- .pedal good thnNgh 3/20/92

1
I

L-------------------------~

Lunch Buffet: Monday thru Saturday, 11 a.m.-2 p.m.: Sunday. noon-2 p.m.
Dinner Buffet: Monday tbru Sunday. 5 p.m.-8:30 p.m.

Must present coupon when ordertng .

... in Sunderland ...

• Robert Lochte (Journalism and Radio/TV)-Educational and Industrial Audio/Video (]RT 536)

Delivery Special:
Large, 1 T'opping for $6.99
DELIVE BY-sp·EciAL·1

Plus more than 35 courses taught by faculty from other universities.

Large, 1 Topping Pizza
For information, contact: Dr. Ron Cella: 762-4532
Dr. Gary Hunt: 762-4518

~Cooperative

I
1
I

Center for Study in Britai

Chestnut Street

1

L-~~~

753-6656
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!Fans
defend
country
sound
I
traditi~nal
By NARETHA TIMBERLAKE

• Staff Wnter

~

Country music is not just for
hicks anymore.
Th t .
t t
t
1~ El lZa
' ab thls None s a eme_n
e
anna, . a sen~or
' elementary educatton maJOr
from Cape Girardeau, Mo., said
•th
she agree d Wl ·
• "People don't think it's J·ust
for hicks" Nanna said "It's
cool to hke country.
1 And Nanna should know. She
has been a country music fan
since her childhood and has
even met a few of the more
famous country artists like
:1 ~ammy Wynette, Reba _Mclntue and T?e Fores~er S1ste~s.
Nanna satd her mterest m
country music was sparked by a
television show she saw that
featured country artists.
"I saw a TV show once. I
thought the people were really
neat," Nanna said. "That got
me interested."
Nanna is only one of many
country music lovers. Shawna
.J

f

J

.'

,

·

Thomas, a sophomore elemen·
tary education major from
Sacremento, said she has
always liked country music but
has only been listening to country exclusively in the last year
or two.

music lovers," Morse said. . wards _said
country
Mo~se said people want mUSic m.~stc IS ~till well-hked.
that 1s real.
W~ st1ll sell some Waylon
"Country music gets down to Jenmngs, <?e~rge Jones ~nd
the heart and soul,'' Morse said. George Strait, Edwards satd.
"Contemporary music has a
He said although Sunset does
not sell as much country music
hard edge and is very synthetic. as it does other types it does
"It's more relaxed. It's easy It sounds like plastic. People
II
II
.
'
th
listening " Thomas said. "You want something real, and coun- se we especla 11Y among e
'
.
16 to 20 age group.
can understand what 1t says. A try is real."
M
'd
h"l G th
e
ar
1ot of t he songs reate
1
t o you
Another aspect that has B orse
k
dsa1
T ·wT 1'tt
and our life "
h 1 d h
th 0 f
t
roo s an ravts n are proY
• •.
e pe t e grow
coun ry bably the most requested arNa~na said If she h9:d to nar- music, Morse said, has been the tists at WKYQ, he sees no real
row 1t down, she hkes the attitude change in country preference between traditional
relevancy o~ the messages of music.
country and pop-country music.
country mus1c most of all.
"Country has got away from
"It all does well. We try to
"I like the messages that the you-did-me-wrong, I'm· play a variety," Morse said.
some of the songs h~ve~.how the going-down-in-the-truck-andCountry music does not
m~ss~~es are re~l hfe, N~nna get-drunk songs," Morse said. usually cross over, Morse said,
sa1d. It deals w1th real thmgs. Unless it is dealt with respon- so the music stands on the
I think the entertainers are sibly, Morse said, "most coun- talent and merit of the artist.
more real and more involved try stations won't touch a new
''It doesn't cross over very
with their fans."
song that deals with alcohoL" much to the contemporary forGary Morse, general manager
Brad Edwards, stereo in- mat," Morse said. "What has
of WKYQ radio in Paducah, staller at Sunset Boulevard helped artists like George
agrees.
Music in Murray, said country Strait and Alan Jackson. they
"I believe the current new ar· has gotten more popular have excellent voices and great
tists relate better than they because of pop·country artists lyrical content and production
ever had, especially to young like Garth Brooks. But Ed· value."

Please, I beg you, rock the jukebox
I was born and raised in a
magical land where a certain
musical instrument is referred
to as a violin and played only in
the finest restaurants or con·
cert halls, where the only place
one would encounter a banjo is
during the credits for The
Beverly Hillbillies and where
Garth Brooks is often confused
with a minor tributary of the
Ohio River. And then I came to
Murray, where the residents
pray seven times a day facing
Nashville and dream of a
• pilgrimage to The Grand Ole
• Opry.
• It is not that I am completely
~ against country music. I've just
been sheltered from it for most
1• of my life. As a child, the only
:time I heard it was in the car
when my parents really wanted
1
.. to embarrass me in front of my
, friends. The occasional Hank
, Williams Jr. or Kentucky
• Headhunters song would turn
' up at Sadie Hawkins dances in

country music, but only
because he used to bag my
groceries.
But, anyway, I digress. The
point at hand is the Alan
Jackson /Diamond Rio concert.
Diamond Rio, I have been
told, is one of the hottest new
acts in country music and, I
must admit, I was impressed
with them. Their attire was
strictly mainstream, as was
their music, for the most part.. I
was just beginning to enjoy
myself when the unthinkable
happened ... a bluegrass medly.
Aaaaagh. The group later
redeemed itself with a rousing
rendition of Meet in the Middle
or something like that, I
couldn't really understand the
words.
Alan Jackson, fresh from performing at the Grammy
Awards just days before, took
the stage decked out in, of all
things, a cowboy bat. I'd like to
take this time to dispell a com-

KRIS
LAWRENCE ·
Assistant
Sports
Editor

high school, but my rude
awakening to this music form
came during my first week on
campus when I heard what
seemed like a solid five days of
Friends in Low Places.
Over a period of weeks. I
developed a taste for Garth
Brooks, but he's not really a
country artist. He's more like
The Haunted Mansion at
Disney World- just enough of
the real thing to attract an audience, but not enough to scare
people away. I also started
listening to upstart singer Marty Brown, who is too country for

mon myth about the so called
''hat acts" of country music.
The reason you never really see
one of them without his hat has
little to do with his convictions
as a cowboy. The main reason,
however, can be summed up in
three short words - male pattern baldness.
I enjoyed some of Jackson's
musical offerings, mainly the
ballads and the pseudo-pop
songs, but the highlight of the
evening for me had to be Don't
Rock the Jukebox. While I can
honestly say that I don't agree
with the philosophy behind it,
you just can't argue with a man
standing in front of a 20-foot inflatable swaying jukebox.
The only drawback to the
evening was the feeling of just
not fitting in. Like the poor fool
that wandered into Pee Wee's
Playhouse without knowing the
secret word, it was fun, I just
didn't understand what all the
screaming was about.

.
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~Jackson fan meets honky-tonk hero
1 I love country music. The day
1 I realized I loved country music
; was a heartbreaking day for
1
me. My parents had always
~ forced me to listen to the honkytonk hoe down. Everytime we
~ got into the car I was thrust into hillbilly hell. ·
Then the day came when I got
: my puddle·jumper. My very
own puddle•jumper (known to
• the auLomobile litet·ate people
• as an '85 Dodge Colt) complete
, with a four-speed transmission
1
and an AM radio.
To my knowledge, the
( number of top 40 stations
, broadcasting over those AM
1
airwaves is less than the
t numbe1· of people who actually
listen to Rev. Ernie Baker Jr.
~ preach about the evils of hoar; ding your paycheck to pay your
bills rather than help him build
: a new putt·putt golf course
dedicated to the Lord.
So finding myself stuck bet-

some new friends. I had my pen
and pad ready and fired my one
and only question at him.
What has success given you
that you may have not had
wanted to ask was the right otherwise?
one. Over and over, I replayed
"Well, I don't know. That's a
what I would say. what I would tough question," he said.
do when I fina11y came face to
Great. I just spent weeks tryface with the jukebox man.
Before I realized what had ing to prepare the best possible
happened, Diamond Rio finish- question and he said he did not
ed their portion of the show and know.
it was time for me to meet the
"1 guess I've gotten the opporman who was quickly on his tunity to travel and meet dif·
way to becoming a legend.
ferent people," Jackson said.
The first thing I thought of
After my question, we settled
when I came face to face with into a comfortable conversation
him was "My, I didn't realize about autographs, and he seemhe was this tall." Jackson was ed relieved. Finally, the News
quiet and unassuming as he photograher got ready to take a
came out from behind a blue picture of him and he askpartition in the Racer shower ed,"Well, aren't you going to
room.
take one of me and Sherry?"
shook my hand.
Jackson's demeanor was one
Needless to say, I was in
of a man who was just meeting honky-tonk heaven.

Copy
Editor

ween ole Ernie and country
music, I tuned in Alan Jackson
singing •·Chasin' that Neon
Rainbow." That is all it took. I
was hooked.
When I found out a month ago
that Jackson may be coming to
Racer Arena, I harassed the
Campus Life editor endlessly
until she agreed to give me the
story.
Yes, I met Alan Jackson. Not
only did I meet my honky-tonk
hero, I got an autograph and a
picture with him, and to top the
whole thing off I was allowed to
ask him one question.
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Family Legacy
Instead of inheriting a car or a piece of
jewelry from herfather, Concetta Gulliver, associate professor in the political science department, said she got her teaching philosophy
from him.
"He always stressed tor me to be all that I
could ever be and what ever I do, do it well," she
said.
Culliver said that is the reason she challenges her students to be the best they can be.
Story on Page 12

Graphic by BRYANT. ADAMS
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I went to the concert not yet
secure in what question I was
going to ask him. As I listened
to Diamond Rio, I was still
wondering if the question I

SHERRY
DICKINSON
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I•
Severe Storm Week

•

Although the warm weather may b'
welcome, with it comes the unpredicta•
bility of severe storms. In order
prepare the Unive·rsity community for a
severe storm, the week of March 16-2Q
has been designated as Severe Starn)
Awareness Week.
•
Murray State University and all other
law enforcement agenices will be con~
tacted through the Kentucky State
Police to activate their sirens in response to the state alert.
•
This is a good time for everyone to
review safety procedures in case of
storm.
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Students rush toward R&R
By JAMES G. LOCKWOOD
Viewpotnl Editor

Every year they migrate
south.
It is not a mating ritual,
although many would believe
so.
Rather, it is a vacation from
!'chool. Some title it a time to
relax. others title it a time to
party, but everyone knows it as
Spt·ing Break.
From Florida to Texas to
Mexico, students from across
the nation leave the confmes of
the classroom to grace the sand
and the surf these exotic places
hav<! to offer.
But this year many students
are finding the real hot spot to
l)e home.
·
For these students, a lack of
money is keeping them closer to
school and financial security.
: "I am really busy at school,"
said Bart Dawson, a junior
vokc major from Mayfield. "I
am taking this time to relax.''
Dawson said along with not

liking the long drive to Florida
or Texas he does not huve the
funds for a vacation.
For Debra L. Walsh, a seniol'
home economics major from
Cat·mi. Til., going home means
more than saving money. Going
home also means a chance to
possibly make some money. she
said.
"I am going to find a job,''
Walsh said.
Walsh went to Florida last
year, but because of the expense of the trip, she said she
could not do it two years in a
row.
Some students, like Paul D.
, Meeks, a printing management.
:major from Louisville, use the
•break as a chance to go home
'and visit with family.
"I care about my family, and I
do not get to see them much,''
he said.
\ Christian L. Smyth, a
mathematics major from
Puryear, Tenn., said he take~
any chance he gets to increal:le
his paycheck.

"1 live from paycheck to
paycheck," he said.
One student found another
way to stay in Murray and
work.
''I am taking classes," said
Larry L. Smith, a senior occupational safety and health
major from Smithland.
For $125, Smith said he is using the break to earn three
credits towards his maior.
Many students, though, are
celebrating Spring Break traditionally and going to Florida.
Daytona Beach, Key West,
Ft. Lauderdale and Panama Ci·
ty seem to be the popular spots
this yem· fo1· students, said Randy Wilkins of House Travel.
Students are finding many
ways to pay for their trips to
Florida, from saving money to
using their tax returns.
Natalie J. Johnson, a junior
marketing major from Sparta,
Ill., said she is using her tax
returns to fly to Pompano
Beach.
Cynthia L. Russell, a senior

AROUND CAMPUS

finance major from Paducah, is
letting her parents pay for her
trip to Ft. Lauderdale and the
Bahamas.
"It is my graduation pre·
sent," she said.
One group of students is using their majors to get to
Florida and the Everglades.
They are using the help of
Harold Eversmeyer, professor
of biological sciences.
"We are going to be birding
and botanizing," said Holly
Silcox, a junior wildlife biology
major from Big Clifty.
She said the group will be
part of many wildlife societies
that get together every year.
Florida is not the only hot
spot to attract students though.
Regina Pennison ofThe Vacation Station said they have
booked all of the packages they
offer to Cancun and have booked many other packages to
South Padre Island, Texas.
Wilkins said other students
find different places to go, in·
c1 uding Las Vegas, Los Angeles
and Denver.

I

Professor $njoys every aspect of job

•

I

!JY A MY GREWE
Staff Wnter

There are not many people
:who love every aspect of their
~ob, but Concetta Culliver,
;as<-ociate professor in the
pultLical science and criminal
lUSt1ce department, says she
does.
Culliver, who joined Murray
State University in 1987 after
~urning her doctorate, said her
goals are the same aR those of
MSU.
·'There is a command for
education excellence, and I like
that factor. I like the envil·onCONCETT A CULLIVER
nwnt that is conducive to learnLooks forward to teaching abroad
ing," she said. "It's important
"I got the feeling I wanted a
fol' a professor to get to know
smaller hometown like mine."
sLUdents."
Gulliver said she became in- she said.
Culliver said one gets out
terested in working at MSU
when she attended a conference whatever he puts into n
in St. Louis for the Academv of comnn~nity.
"I've! always gotten a warm
Criminal Justice Sciences. in
November 1987. While there, reception," she said.
Culliver said she has many
~he began checking out th<' difduties at MSU.
len•nt employment areas.

"I teach criminal justice, advise students and I'm also involved in research and communication," she said.
Culliver also serves as a consultant to the International
Correctional Trainer Association and consults with other
departments outside Kentucky.
CuJiiver, who has also spent
time in the U.S. Marine Corps,
said her background can help
her educate others.
"I can cnpitalize on my
diverse background and can
design programs that al'e congruent with the needs of continuing education," she said.
Gulliver abo traveled to
Yugosluvia in May 1990 to present a paper and helped update
a 1986 United Nations document which was lalcr preRented
to Havana. Cuba in September
1990.
Cullh·er said she is now looking forward to teaching for the
first time in the Kentucky In·
stitute of International Studies

program in Bregenz, Austria
this summer.
''I have a lot of experience
with traveling, and I'm able to
bring these experiences to
students,'' she said.
Cullivcr also helps with the
recruitment of athlete!:!.
"I like their philosophy about
their athletes," she said. "The
emphasis is to obtain a degree,
not just on athletics."

Animal health day scheduled
Area pet owners may bring their animalR to the seventh annual Animal Health Day from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., Saturday,
March 21 at the A. Carman Animal Health Clinic.
The services include a complete physical, flea dip and bath,
heartworm e.xam for dogs and an intestinal parasite check.
Students in the Animal Health Technology Cl ub or the PreVet Club will perform all the services for $10 or the "heartworm exam or intestinal parasite exam for $2.50 each.
In addition. pet owners may purchase raffie tickets for $1
each during the day. Among the items raffied are animal
health products, collars and flea spray.

Students compete for title
Twenty Murray State University females will compete for
the title ofMi~JS MSU 1992 at 7:30p.m., Saturday, March 21
in Lovett Auditorium.
Ticket~ are $3 for adults, $2 for MSU students and free for
children under 12.

Leadership conference planned
The Office of Minority Student Affairs will sponsor a black
leadership conference beginning at 8 a.m., Friday, March 20
and 9 a.m., Saturday, March 21 on the third floor of the Curris Center.
Admission to the conference is $10, which covers all ses·
sions, a luncheon, fashionvariety show. career fair, dance and
all materials.
Among the discussion topics are black fraternities and
sororities. minorities in the workforce. dressing for success,
black femalemale relationships, the importance of a college
education and black college athletes.
"The conference is open to the entire university community, not just the black students," said Doris Clark, coordinator
of Minority Student Affairs.

• FOR YOUR INFORMATION

• Residence Hall Association meeting. 5:15p.m .. Tuesday, March
17, Hart Hall CoHee House. All residents are invited.
• Dorm program, " Richmond Hall Unplugged." 9 p.m., Monday,
March 16, Richmond Hall.
• Dorm prog ram, "lt't Just a Ribbon Thing." March 16-19, White
Hall.
• Movie. "Straight Out of Brooklyn," 8 p.m., Monday, March 16,
Franklin Hall. A movie and discussion about black youth.
Ctl1liver said she enjoys
• Co-ed twister. 7 p.m., Monday, March 16, Hart Hall Coffee House.
critical conversation in her
• Clue, the mystery game. 7:30p.m., Tuesday, March 17, Elizabeth
classroom and tells her
Hall. A life size game of Clue is planned and rooms will be decorated.
students they are in tltis
• Dorm program, " Break-em Up."7 p.m .. Tuesday, March 17, Hart
together.
Hall.
I•
"l have worked in juvenile
• Put for prizes . 8 p.m .. Wednesday, March 18, Franklin Hall. An In·
settings, in adult correctional
door game of mioiature golf.
services, with parents and in
• Goofy golf. 9 p.m., Wednesday, March 18. White Hall.
the classroom," she said.
• Pool tournament. 8 p.m., Thursday, March 19, Curris Center
Culliver said she got her
Gameroom. Sponsored by Hart Hall,
• Dorm program, " Guitar Sc hool." 8·30 p.m., Thursday, March 19,
teac h ing philosophy from her
Hart Hall Coffee House.
fath~r. the late Lawrence D.
• International Bingo. 7 p.m., Thursday, March 19, White )-iall ,
C~lhver.
~ ..._.. Safety ~tu.-.. 8 p.m., Thursday, March 19, White Hall.
He always stressed for me to
• Super Hoops Basketball Tournament. 3 p.m., Friday, March 20,
be all that I could ever be and
Richmond Hall.
whatever I do, do it well," she
• Cartoon festival. 8 p.m., Friday, March 20. Richmond Hall.
said.

•

lSS
V.n orgettab{e f£venin~ ·
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Saturday, Mardi 21
Lovett !JLuditorium

WHY YOU SHOULD SfART PLANNING FOR
RETIREMENT WITH YOUR EYES CLOSED.
F

or retirement to be the time ofyour life, you
have to dream a little-about the things
you've always wanted to do: travel, explore,
start a b\Uiness. J\Ut imagine ...
Wath a dream and a plan, you can make it
happen. Your. pension and Social Security
should provide a good
baaic retirement income,
but what about all those
extras that make your
dreams possible? You'U
probably need some '
additional savings.
THE D REAM IS YOUR OWN.
I
WE CAN HELP YO U WITH THE PLAN.

can add up quickly.
What else makes SRAs
so special? .~ broad range
of allocation choices. from
the safety ofTIAA to the
investment accounts of
CREF's variable annuity:
no salu charges: a variety of ways to receive
income, including annuities, payments ovl'r a
f1xed period, or cash. You may also be able to
borrow against your SRA accumulation
before you retire.•
All this, plus the top investment manage·
ment that has helped make TIAA·CREF the
largest retirement system in the country.
So start dreaming and planning for the time
of your life. Because rhe sooner you stan your
SRA. the greater your savings and _your retirement wiU be.

TIAA·CREF Supplemental Retirement
Annuities (SRAs), tu-·deferred annuities for1
people like you in education and research. are
a good way to save for retirement and save
on taxes now. SRAs are easy-you make con·
___________ _
tributionA through your institution before your
taxes are CAlculated, so you pay less tax now. I START PLANNING FOR THE
You pay no tax on
TIME OF YOUR LIFE, TODAY.
1 I
your SRA contribution•
' I Far your rrtC' TIAA CRl~F Supplemrrual
and earnings until you
'Recin:mrnl Annuicy Kit. srnd ehi. coupon cu
If
receive them u income.
1 I TlAA·CREF. O.,pt. QC. i.30Third Avenu~.
And saving regularly
, 1 N~w York. NY IIJOii'. Or calli 800 842-2733, Ext. 8016.

1

means your contribu·
tiona and their earnings

: ii'.
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

Murray Concerts: Call It A Comeback
By Jon Futrell

SGA works to-bring headliners to MSU
If someone mentioned concerts at Murray State University a few years ago, they might
have thought ofbig name entertainers playing before a nearempty Racer Arena or Lovett
Auditorium.

r In the last couple of years,
though, that picture has started
to change. These changes will
cbme full circle when the
Regional Special Events Center
is built, but right now, Murray
is doing fairly well with Racer
Arena.
Dwayne Hamm, a junior
social work major from
Waldorf, Md., is the concert
chairman with the Student
Government Association. He
said he got the job with an in·
terest in SGA and some assistant's work lal:lt year.
"I wanted to get involved m
SGA at Murray because I had
been in SGA in my previous
school (Charles County Community College in Waldorf,
Md.)," Hamm said. '1 helped
Rick Marshall, the previous
concett chair, with the concerts
last year. When it came time
for the interviews, I got the
job."
This job included planning
concerts for a university that
had failed to sell out such then
marquee names as the Bangles,
Miami Sound Machine and Ed·
die Money. The first concert
MSU had this school year was a
country music triple bill at
Racer Arena on Nov. 17 with
Travis Tritt, Aaron Tippin and
Marty Stuart.

"The nice way to p\).t on a concert with big acts is by percentage of ticket sales. We provide
them with a place to play and
they take a large percentage of
the ticket sales. We don't do
these to make money, but for
the enjoyment of the student&."
Hamm said it was this enjoy·
ment of the students and a flat
fee that brought Sinbad to MSU
at a bargain for ticket buyers if
not SGA.
"We put out a questionnaire a
couple of years ago that asked
students who they wanted to
see come to MSU," Hamm said.
"A lot of students wrote down
Sinbad, so we called up a middle agent. told him we wanted
Sinbad, and they got to work on
negotiations and tickets.
''We lose a lot of money when
we go the flat fee route, but it
keeps the ticket prices down.
We can only afford to do one
show a year like that," Hamm
said.
Hamm said about 2,500 peo·
ple attended that show, which
was not a disappointing figure.
"It wasn't bad for a comedy
concert," Hamm said. "It was
about the same we got for
George Carlin (Sept. 20, 1990)."

Their most recent concert was
the Alan Jackson-Diamond Rio
concert last Sunday, March 1.
Jackson, recipient of five
Academy of Country Music
Award nominations, did not
sell out Racer Arena. With an
·attendance
Hamm said he
I
at
over 4,000, the
estimates
: This concert was as successful
concert
was
in no way a
as any concert could get. It sold
out. lt was the first concert disappointment.
~llout at MSU since the Night
Hamm said he does not let
Ranger show Feb. 13, 1987.
Hamm said not even a last any personal likes or dislikes
minute decision could keep this affect concert selections.
cpncert from selling out.
"I'm open to everything,"
Hamm
said. "I don't have a
"We had some tickets reservpreference
of one thing over
eO. for guests of the band,"
Itamm said. "On the day of the another."
show, the promoter told us they
While the SGA has been very
dj.dn't need them, so we sold all successful at Racer Arena this
tP,ose tickets."
year, Hamm said the JacksonRio show will probably be their
•
- l Those tickets sold for $10.50 last
big concert for the school
for MSU students and $13.50
for the general public. By com- year. They are, however, plann·
parison, tickets for the Feb. 10 ing some smaller shows at
ooncert featuring comedian Sin· smaller venues throughout
ijad were $6 for MSU students campus.
"There wil1 be a few small
~nd $10 for the general public.
Hamm said the Tritt concert shows at places like the
c'ost ticket buyers mor.e because Stables, and we'll have
the fee for bringing those per- something planned for spring,
formers to MSU was a percen· but we haven't worked those
tage of ticket sales, not a flat out yet," Hamm said. "We probably won't do anymore big
fee.
ones this year because we've
j "With our budget, we already had three this year,
couldn't afford many acts who and that's plenty for us. Also, I
charge a flat fee," Hamm said. need the break.''

I

MARK ADAMS'

Photo by CHERI STUART

ROC~N 'T HEJUKEBOX
With guitar In hand, country music star Alan Jackson sings one of his hlta before a crowd of more than 4,000 at Racer Arena
last Sunday night.

Hot concerts please students
With successful shows
headlined by Travis Tritt, Sinbad and Alan Jackson, concerts
at Murray State University are
hotter than ever, and some
students have noticed.
Corey Hawes, a senior OC·
cupational safety and health
major from Paducah, attended
the Lovett Auditorium concert
by Pauly Shore less than a year
ago. He said certain comedy
acts are more appealing than
Murray's most recent big music
concerts.
"I like comedy a lot. The only
reason I didn't go to the Sinbad
show is because I'm not a big
Sinbad fan," Hawes said. "I'm
not really into country music,

and that's what they've had the
last couple of times."
But Betsy Blevins, a
freshman graphic arts major
from Maynard, Ark., is a big
country music fan. She purchased two tickets to the Alan
Jackson-Diamond Rio concert
and would have gone to last
semester's Travis Tritt show if
not for other considerations.
"I'm going because I love both
Alan Jackson and Diamond Rio
and I like country music in
general," Blevins said. "I was
going to go to the Travis Tritt
show, but I didn't have the
money at the time."
Bart Crum, a freshman civil
engineering major from Mur-

ray, said he went to Murray
State concerts before he was a
student and after he became a
student.

"I went to Ricky Skaggs with
my mom a long time ago at
Lovett Auditorium. I also went
to Sinbad," Crum said. "I like
watching the comedy shows at
The Stables, and I always en·
joyed Sinbad on A Different
World and I wanted to see what
he was like live.
Whether or not they are frequent concert goers, all the
students said they had some
types of music or individual ar·
tists they would like to see at

•

Racer Arena or the planned :
Regional Special Events
Center.
"It seems to me they have a
lot of country performers here,"
Crum said. "I'd kind of like to
see rap or soft rock here, but not
metal.''

•
:

•
'

"I'm flexible. I like pop, ~ap, '
dance - pretty much .
everything except country," ;
Hawes said.
"I would love to see Garth
Brooks and Reba McEntire
here," Blevins said. "They are
a couple of my favorite country
singers."

•

•
•
:

••

•

DUDLEY 2
J"US ANOTHER
BR\6HT IDEA.

CHRIS THOMPSON'S

•

SPOTI.IGHT
Organization sponsors contest
The National Library of Poetry will award $12,000 in
prizes this year in the North American Open Poetry Contest.
The deadline for the contest is March 31. Entry is free.
Any poet, whether previously published or not, can be a
winner. Every poem entered also bas a chance to l>e publish·
edina deluxe, hardbound anthology.
To enter, send one original poem to the National Library of
Poetry, 11419 Cronridge Dr., P.O. Box 704-PP, Owings Mills,
Md. 21117. The poem should be no more than 20 lines, and
the poet's name and address should appear on the top of the
page. Entries must be postmarked by March 31.

WORLD GONE MAD

• FOR YOUR INFORMATION
• Vaudeville Theater. Vaudeville Nouveau, 8 p.m., Friday, March 6,
Macauley Theatre, Kentucky Center for the Arts, Louisville. Admission
$12.50, $9.50, $5 and $9.50 for groups of 10 or more.
• Acapeta. Concert. Rockapella. 8 p.m., Frlday, March 13, Bomhard
Theater, Kentucky Center for the Arts, Louisville. Admission $8.50,
$9.50 for table seating and $7.50 for groups of 10 or more
• Concert. John Schlabach, trumpet and Tina Schlabach, flute. faculty recital, 8 p.m., Thursday. March 19, Farrell Aecttal Hall. Admission
free.
V!».,...,

A glimpse into the entertainment world
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SPORTS
Track teams bring
home OVC titles
By HEATHER K_E_IT_H
_ __
Assistant Sports Editor

Scott Adams and Popeye
Jones weren't the only ones
who got a standing ovation at
last Saturday night's basketball game. At halftime, a
triumphant track coach,
framed by his team, walked
onto the floor carrying a
trophy. The team received a
well·deserved standing ovation from a sold·out Racer
Arena after the fans learned
that both the men and women
had won Ohio Valley Conference Indoor Track Championships earlier that day in
Murfreesboro, Tenn.
Seven women's and five
men's teams from the OVC
competed in the two-day meet
held at Middle Tennessee
State University.
The men, winning their
fourth OVC indoor title in the
last five years, handily
defeated the rest of the field,
tallying 25 points more than
second place Middle
Tennessee.
The women's team used
strong performances in the
last three events of the meet
- the 200·meter ·dash,
3,000·meter run and mile
relay, to take the lead from
host Middle Tennessee State
and finish the meet with 61
points to MTSU's 57.
"The women definitely competed every step of the way,"
said coach Narewski, noting
the performance of Anna
Cherry, who competed in the
mile relay with an injured
hamstring.
Coach Narewski said the
women were not sure how
they would finish at the
. championship meet, but feU
theyJEialistically could finish
second or third.
The Murray State runners
recorded numerous personal
bests, setting one new OVC
record and tieing another.
Distance runner Heather
Huhn won the 3,000-meter
run in 9:55.76, a new OVC
and Murray State record.
For the men, sprinter
Seibert Straughn tied the conference record for the
400-meter dash, winning the
event in 46.50. He also set a

school record in the 200-meter
dash, finishing second in
21.23.
The Racers had several
other first place finishes in
both the field and running
events.
Brian Church and Greg
Deaves placed first and se·
cond in the shot put, one of
the ftrst events of the meet,
throwing 50·2 and 47·11,
respectively. Narewsk:i said
he thought this helped set the
tone for the rest of the
competition.
''That really got us ftred
up," he said.
The men went on to win the
two-mile relay. The team,
made up of John Ackerman.
Neil Kiernan, Carl Dillard
and Stevon Roberts. finished
in 7:47.66. The mile relay
team, Roberts, Straughn,
Terry Harewood and Trevor
Hamilton, won their event in
3:12.3. The men also won the
800-meter run, the
5,000-meter run, the high
jump. and the mile run.
In the women's division,
Heather Samuel won the
55-meter dash in 6.97 and
Felicia Upton won the
400-meter dash in 54.57. An·
na Cherry finished first in the
800-meter mn in 2:16.4.
By winning both OVC in·
door titles, the team met all of
their goals except one,
Narewski said. The only re·
maining accomplishment
they are hoping for is to
qualify several individuals for
the NCAA Indoor Championships at Indianapolis on
March 14-15.
Narewski said he thinks
Murray has the ability to
qualify in several events and
both the men's and women's
mile relay teams will have a
shot at the NCAAs. He also
said they could also qualify
some individuals in sprinting
events.
The Racers' last opportunity
to qualify for nationals will be
Saturday at the ''Last Chance
Meet" in Murfreesboro, Tenn.
After nationals. the Racer
runners will prepare to open
their outdoor track season,
which promises to be just as
successful.

Team to shoot for NCAA trip
By MIKE PADUANO
StaH Writer

All that remains bet ween the
Murray State Racers and a
fourth trip to the NCAA Tournament is the Ohio Valley Conference Tournament March 6-8
at Rupp Arena in Lexington .
The Racers have a week off to
prepare for the OVC Tourna·
ment, and assistant coach Eddie Fields said the time off
should help the team recover
from some nagging injuries.
Fields said the coaching staff
will work on conditioning and
try to keep the players sharp
during practice this week, but
the team does not know what
opponent to prepare for because
their opponent has not yet been
decided.
"There's a different game
plan for every team," he said.
Because they have played all
the OVC teams twice this year,
Fields said preparation will not
be that difficult.
"It does help because we
would have played them twice
this year,'' he said. "Whoever
we play, we'll have our hands
full."
In the final regular season
game of the year, Murray State
beat Eastern Illinois 86-74
Saturday before a packed house
at Racer Arena.
The Racers controlled most of
the game throughout and trail·
ed only once. The Panthers
trailed 11-7 when MSU guard
Frank Allen connected on two
straight three·pointers to give
MSU a 10 point lead. Trailing
by 11 midway through the ftrst
half, EIU was able to go on a
run and close the gap to 30·29.
Murray State countered with

11 straight points. Cedric
Gumm scored four of his seven
points during the run, and
Allen hit on another three·
point shot.
MSU extended a 45-35
halftime lead with Popeye
Jones scoring the first five
points after the break. Jones
had 28 points and 12 rebounds
in his fmal home game.
The Panthers, who kept the
game close, mounted a 13-2
charge midway through the second half. Trailing 64·53,
center Curtis Leib scored seven
straight points for EIU, and
then Kavien Martin hit for two
straight three-pointers to even
the score at 66-66.
,. After a Maurice Cannon
layup, EIU took a brief 69·68
lead on a Leib free throw.
MSU held on in the last 5:16
by scoring 14 of its last 18
points from the free-throw line.
The only field goals for the
Racers in the stretch were a
pair of dunks by Maurice
Cannon.
The Racers hit on 17 of21 free
throws (.810) in the second half
to preserve the win and shot 25
of 29 for the game for 86
percent.
• Jones was denied his recordtying third straight OVC
Player of the Year award, but
did make first team all-OVC.
Jones lost out to Morehead
State forward Brett Roberts in
the year-end balloting. Roberts
received 52 votes to Jones' 47.
MSU guard Frank Allen
finished third in player of the
year voting and joined Jones
and Roberts on the All-OVC
squad.

Photo by SHIRLEY MART IN
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Lady Racers wrap ug season with win
By HEATHER CROZE
Reporter

The spark is lit for next year
as the Lady Racers defeated the
Austin Peay Lady Governors,
84·72 Saturday.
After coming off a loss a week
earlier to Southeast Missouri
State, the Lady Racers were
more than ready to win their
final game of the season.
The Racers had three players
in double ftgures. The three
Lady Racer seniors combined
for 29 points. J ulie Pinson was
the high scorer with 23 points.

Melissa Shelton and Angie said Lady Racer head coach
Waldon each chipped in 14. Pin- Kelly Breazeale.
son also scored her 1000th point
The Racers bit 52 percent in
during the first half of the the second half, 48 percent from
game.
the floor for the entire game.
The Racers led by 13 points at They held the Lady Govs to onthe half. In the flrst half alone ly 36 percent. Racers had 62 re·
the Racers shot 44 percent.
bounds compared to the 28 the
''Basically all I can say is we Lady Govs pulled down.
won! It was a good game for us Melissa Shelton hit one of three
to send our seniors out on. We three·point shots. The Racers
went into this game with two also hit 17-27 free throws,
goals in mind. We wanted to shooting 63 percent.
control the boards and play
"We played our bench to see
defensive pressure. We ex· how the girls are going to play
ecuted both tremendously," together for next year. It was a

'

very emotional game, and the '
spark is definitely lit for nextp
year and the years to come,"
Breazeale said.
Julie Pinson made All-OVC
second team while Fondeolyn
Garner and Angie Waldon both made honorable mention.
"We executed well and just"
kept running the score up. We
never let them get any closer
than 10 points. We played
relaxed but with a lot of emo· ,
tion. Our defense ·was ·
unbelievable.'' Breazeale said.

'Breds start season with bang, smash UT-Martin Pacers
!JYKRIS LAWRENCE
Assistant Sports Editor

The 'Breda are back in town
and picking up right where
they left off last season. Murray
destroyed the Pacers of UTMartin 9·1 Tuesday at Reagan
Field.
Kent Wallace, a senior from
Paducah, pitched six innings of
scoreless baseball, allowing only three hits. Wallace struck
out 10 and did not yield a base
on balls.
Assistant coach Mike Thieke
said Wallace's performance was
average, considering his
capabilities.
"This was a typical Kent
Wallace game," he said. "He
has the capabilities to pitch this
well every time out. Whether or
not he does still remains to be
seen."
Wallace was replaced by
sophomore Bernie Y sursa who
gave up only one hit in the final

three innings, a solo homer by
Jimmy Carey with one out in
the ninth.
"The key to that home run
was Bernie falling behind in
the count.'' said Thieke. "He's a
control and ftnesse type pitcher.
He likes to move the ball
around a lot and when he falls
behind in the count, it takes
away most of his creativity."
The offensive stars of the day
both came out of the outfteld.
Jamie Rader, the starting
rightfielder, hit a two-run double, scoring Jim Lis and Mark
Schrand, in the second inning
to key the team's four-run outburst. He also connected for a
solo home run in the fourth.
Schrand, the team's centerfielder, finished the day going
three-for-four at the plate, in·
eluding a bases loaded triple in
the seventh.
Despite the lopsided result,
coach Johnny Reagan saw plen-

ty of room for improvement.
"I felt like we struck out way
too many times," he said. The
only player that did not was
catcher Pat Vize. "It's hard to
get a rally going if every third
batter strikes out."
Neither of the coaches could
have guessed that such an easy
game would start out the
season.
"We thought it would be a
tougher battle than this.'' said
Reagan.
"They were 5-2 coming into
this and we still hadn't
played." Thieke said, "You
really don't predict a game like
that. We were swinging the
bats really good in practice and
would have been disappointed
if we didn't hit well in a game
situation, but we never expected this."
The 'Breda play host to
Bradley and Eastern Dlinois
this weekend,

Senior Brett Isaacs, a special education major from Pinckneyville, Ill., falls to connect~n a pitch
during the 'Breds 9·1 thrashing of UT-Martin. MSU will be back In action this weekend.

;

Co-Racer of the Week
: In his first season as head coach at
Murray State, Scott Edgar has been
~amed OVC Men's Coach of the Year.
: After a rocky 3-9 start, Edgar took
~Is Racers to their fifth straight confer~nce title. The team, which was predicted to finish third in the OVC in a poll
~y the sports information directors of
the member schools, became the first
~ ever win five consecutive conference championships.
• Edgar, a former assistant coach at
Arkansas, also becomes the first coach
in MSU's history to win a conference
•
championship in his first season.

Co-Racer of the Week

~--Rk_CER
__
RE_PO_R_T___,
It's Tourney Time!
The OVC men's basketball tournament
moves to a neutral site this year, Lexington's
Rupp Arena. The tournament gets underway
tomorrow at 5:00 COT, with the Racers looking
for their fourth NCAA Tournament bid in the
past five years.
In a special pullout section, The Murray
State News previews this weekend's festivities
including a profile of the other six teams and a
seating chart of Rupp Arena.
See section B
Scott Edgar

.

'
..
Racer Bo Walden puts the moves on an East ern llllnots· guard
and moves In for the kill as Murray State closed out Its regular
season with a win over the Panthers, 86-74. The Racers now
head to Lexington and the OVC tournament and will take the•
court In Rupp Arena Saturday at 7:30 p.m. (EST).

Stan Narewskl

For the fourth time in the last five
years, head track coach Stan Narewski
has coached the men's track team to an
indoor championship and is honored
as Co-Racer of the Week for his accomplishments. The women's track
team also won the 1992 indoor title in
their first year under him.
Narewski was named the NCAA
Coach of the Year in 1983 for coaching
the Clemson Tigers to a fourth place
finish in the NCAA Champiohships that
year. Several of his athletes have
competed in the Olympics, and he has
coached many All-Americans.
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SCOREBOARD
Sec;oodTeam
Jaree Goodin
Eastern Kentuoky
Morehead State
Bev Smith
Julie Pinson
Murray State
Sonya Campbeft
Tennessee State
Beth Ousley
Morehead State

Men's.
Basketball Standings
(Men)
Murray State
East. Kentucky
Mid. Tennessee
Tennessee Tech
- Austin Peay
Morehead State
S. E. >Missouri
Tennessee State

QYf;_

Al.l.

11-3

(15-1 2)
(17- 13)

9·5
9·5

(16-9)

8-6
6-8
6-8

(13-1 4)
(11-16)
(13-14)

5-9

(12-16)

2-1 2

(4-23)

LADY RACERS
Lady RSC6rs vs. Austin Pttay In RSC6r
Saturday, Feb. 29.

~

Honorable Mention
Angle Waldon
Murray State
Fondeolyn Garner Mur ray State
Sherry Batten
Tennessee Tech
Dana Bilyeu
' Tennessee Tech
Amy Engle
Tennessee Teoh

Murray State
Auatln . Peay

Barfield 0..2, 0-0, 0; CadweH 1-2, 2-5, 4;
Gallimore o-.3, 2-3, 2; Gamer 3-5, 6-8,
12; Mote 0-0, 0-1 , 0; McConnell 0-1 , 00, 0; ParkM 2-7, 0-0, 5; Pinson 7-8, 910, 23; Mechelle Shelton 4-5, 1-2, 9;
Melissa Shelton 3-10, 7-8, 14; Snell 0-0,
1-2, 1; Waldon 6-10, 2-4, 14. Totals 2654 (.333), 30-43 (.688), 84.

Women
Middle Tennessee

Austin Peay

Coaches of the Year
Murray State

Women
~
ennessee Tech 13-1
East. Kentucky
1o-4
ld. Tennessee 10-4
7-7
.E. Missouri
Murre~ ·state 6 -8
head State 5-9
ennessee State 4-10
AUstin Peay
1- 13

(Women)

ALL

Bill Worrell

Tennessee Tech

(19-8)
(19-8)
(16-11)
(12- 15)
(1 1-16)

Halftime - Murray State 44, Austin
Peay 31 •

BASKETBAll

Three-Point goals - Murray Stale 2-9
(.222) (Me. Shelton 1-4, Parker 1-3};
Austin Peay 5·16 (313) (Rogers 3-8}.

(8-19)
Racers vs. East9m Illinois University In
Racer Arena, Saturday, Feb. 29.

(4-23)

Murray State
Eastern Illinois

Rebounds - Murray State 62 (Gamer
12); Austin Peay 28 {VaughlS).

86
74

ASSI8ts - Murray State 17 (Pinson 5) ;
Austin Peay 10 (Tho~ 4).

Men
Murray State

ArstTeam

~
Morehead State
Brett Roberts
Murray State
Popeye Jones
Murray State
1Frank Allen
TaMassee Tech
'John Best
Tennessee Tech
Vsn Ushet
Secor!dTeam
Warren Kldd
Middle Tennessee
'Robert Taylor
Middle Tennessee
Mll<e Srrith
Eastern Kentucky
Doug Bentz
Morehead State
Greg FrMklln
Austin Peay
Honorable Mention
Geoff Herman
Austin Peay
Middle Tennessee
KeMn Hammonds
Jamie Ross
Eastern Kentucky
Quincy vance
Middle Tennessee
Tennessee Tech
Charles Edtilonson

'fl.ml:

Women
ArstTeam
Priscilla Robinson
Angle Cox
Roschelle Vaughn
Renee Rogllard
Julie Magrane

6- 6
6-4
6-4
6-4

1st
2nd
3rd

TRIPLE JUMP
Ro!Md McGhee
49-7 1/4
Chris Barber
49-0 1/2
Eustace 188dore 47-4

55 METER DASH
Ro!Md McGhee •
Walter Dunson
Jaime Reclond

1st
2nd
2nd]
2nd

6.34
6.37
6.55

1st
2nd
3rd

1st
2nd

3rd

1st
2nd
3rd

~
Middle Tennessee
Eastem Kentucky
Tennessee Tech
Southeast Missouri
Morehead State

Adams 7·9, 0·0, 14; Allen 5-12, 7-9,
20; Cannon 4-11, 3-4, 11; Evans 0-0, 00, 0; Gray 0·1, 0-0, 0; Gumm 2-7, 3·3,
7; Hunt 0-1, 0-0, 0; Jones 10-63, 8-9,
28; Slvllls 0-1, 4·4, 4; Wllson 1-2, 0-0, 2.
Totals 29-60 (.483), 25-29 (.862), 86.

400 METER DASH
Seibert Straughn :48 .52
Terrance Branch
:46.85
Terry H•rewood
: 47 .31

Stevon Roberts
1 :50 .03
Donnie Philips
1:51 .02
Eustace ldadore 1 :58 . 15

Rowe 2-8, 11-14, 15; Martin 5-10, 2-2,
16; Johnson 7-21, 3-4, 17; Landrus 0-0,
0-0, 0; Jordan 2-5, 0-0, 4; Olson 2-6, 00, 5; West 1-3, 1·2, 3; Rodriguez 0-1 , 00, 0; Kelley 0-1, 0-0, 0; Lelb 5·8, 4·5, 14.
Totals 24-63 (.381), 21-27 (.n8), 74 .

Bdan Binion

Cart Dillard
Chris Barriger

8:43.35
1st
2nd
8 :44.0
8:56.49 3rd

55 METER HURDLES
Vloclnt Partal
VIrgil L.uc:as
Brigham Lyons

TRACK

7.68
7.73
7.74

1st
2nd
3rd

5000 METER RUN
Chris Barriger
Mark Stautfet
Jeff Ungwall

Results of the Ohio Valley Conference
Indoor Track Championships h•ld at
Middle Tennes868 state t=.b. 28-29.

15:14.88 1st
15:15.88 2nd
15:31 .75 3rd

MILE RUN

Men's Team Results
Halftime - Murray State 45, Eastern
Illinois 35.
Three point goals - Murray State 312 (.250) (Allen 3-7); Eastern Illinois 515 (.333) (Martin 4•7).
Rebounds- Murray State 38 (Jones
12); Eastern Illinois 36 (Johnson 12.
Assists- Murray State 16 (Cannon 5);
Eastern Illinois (Martin 4).
Fouled out· Murray StUt (Adams)
Total fouls- Murray State 22, Eastern
Illinois 22.

1st
2nd
3rd

3000 METER RUN

Total Fouls - Murray Stale 22, Austin
Peay 32.

Eastern Illinois

1st
2nd
3rd

800 METER RUN

Fouled out - Murray St.a118 ( Waldon);
Austin Peay (Bland, Frltt.s, Coyle,
Jeffries).

Murray State
Middle Tennessee

i8 . 5
73.5

33

Southeast Missouri
MoreMad State
Austin Peay

12.5
0

Events
SHOT PUT

cart Dillard
Chris Belkofer
Joe Dandridge

4 : 18.14 1st
4:22.14
2nd
4:22.28
3rd

MILE RELAY
Murray State ,
Mldr:le Tennessee
Southeast Missouri

3 : 12 .3
3:14.7
3:15.0

1st

2nd
3rd

TWO-MILE RELAY

Brian Church
Greg Oeave•
Onealnus Lealie

50- 2
47-11
45-5

Murray State

18t
2nd

Southeast MJasourl
Mldcle Tennessee

3rd

SPORTS NOTEBOOK
Six named AII-OVC

(19-8)

1991·92 AII-OVC Teams

flaW

HIGH JUMP
Chris Barber
Dave Stone
Vlnoent Park8
Matt Hell

Syt<es 0-3, 1-2, 1; Rogers 4-12, 0-0,
11; Bland 2-5, 2-5, 6; Fritts 6·13, 1-1,
200 METER DASH
13; Borden 0-0, 1-2, 1; ThofT1)800 5-11,
~McGhee
21 .15
5-7, 16; Vaughn 5-14, 8-6, 17; Coyte 0- • Seibert Straughn 21 .23
5, 0-2, o; Jeffries 3-12, 1-2, 7.Totals 25Terry Harewood
21 .49
75 {.333), 17-27 (.630), 72.

Men
Scott Edgar

26·2112
24-11/2
23-8 314

Murray State

Players of the Year
Men
Brett Roberts
Morehead state
Priscilla Robinson

84
72

LONG JUMP
Roland McGhee
Mlcoh Otla
VIncent Parks

7 ; 47.66 1st
8:05.04
2nd
8:06.3
3rd

The Ohio Valley Conference named its 1991-92 allconference basketball teams and the coaches and players of
the year earlier this week. Six Racers were honored.
Senior center Popeye Jones and junior guard Frank Allen
received first-team honors. Murray State's first-year men' s
coach Scott Edgar was named the OVC's Coach of the Year.
Seniors Julie Pinson, a guard, Fondo Garner, a forwru·d,
a nd Angie W a ldon, a center, were picked for the women's AliO VC team. P inson was named to the second team, while
Garner and W aldon were each honorable mentions.
Brett Roberts of Morehead State, who led the nation in
scor ing this year, was the OVC men's Player of the Year.
Priscilla R ob inson of Mid dle Tennessee was the OVC
women's Player of the Year.

Spring Break between the Lakes
If you are forced to spend this Spring Break in the area, and
are the outdoorsy type, you may enjoy the activities at Land
B etween the Lakes.
L BL opened all of the parks for the season March 1.
Scott Seiber, communications specialist for L B L , said many
visitors are coming just to drive around and sightsee.

Pinson scores 1,000 points
Senior L ady R acer Julie Pinson scored her l ,OOOth career
poin t for Murray State during last Saturday's home game
against A u stin Peay University. Pinson tallied 23 points in
her final contest.
Pinson has a l so been honored as the OVC Female ScholarA thlete of the Year, and has been named to the All -OVC
women's bask etball team.

• FOR YOUR INFORMATION
• Rifle. NCAA Rifle Championships at Stewart Stadium, Thursday
thro ugh Saturday, March 5-7.
• Women' s Tennis. MSU against Arkansas State al Bennie Purcell
Courts, Friday, M arch 6.
• Baseball. ' Brads against Eastern Illinois at Reagan Field, Saturday,
M arch 7.
• Baseball. 'Breds against Bradley at Reagan Field, Sunday, March

a

.

• Men' s Tennis. M SU at Indiana, Saturday, March 14.
• Men's Basketball. Racers at the Ohio Valley Conference Championships in Rupp A rena at Lexington, Friday through Sunday, March
6-8.
• Indoor Track. M SU at Last Chance Meetlh Murfreesboro, Tenn.,
Saturday, March 7.

The numbers behind the action

CIASSIFIEDS

It

PERSONALS

PERSONALS

HELP WANTED

FOR SALE

For all the times I've said "that
word", I'm sorry Amy. That
member of the assistants.

Dear Blonde Blmbo-0: What
do you call ridiculous? A: A
Canadian mountywlth a radar
gun. Have tun & say •Howdy•
to Canada for mel Love ya,
Bryan T.

Make money just walking
around. Sell Built In America
and anti-Incumbent political
buttons. Mustbeover 18. Send
SSAE to: BUTTONS WITH
MEANING, Box 1643, St. Paul,

Queen size watefbed for
sale. Comforter and aheets
also. Call 762-6461 to see~
AII for only $150. Call

HELP WANTED

P A
5
T
PUNDJlAISING
PROGRAM
...bht,_ ...

Extra-special congratulations
1o the Murray State Tracksters
for a great Indoor seasonl
Love to Eric, you will always be
our "Ballpari( Frank".

Lockwood, be sure tobr1ngyour

.

trtpod In out of the rain.

A word of warning to the cltl·
zena cA Lexington-here come
theRacersl

There's never a good puck
around when you need one.
Is the Murray State News going
to be able to survive without
you Mel?

Oh my gosh are we In trouble
nowlll Kris and Heather
CBS- HOPEi you have a
wonderful weekend. 111 see
you Sunday afternoon I
Love, CEP

ALASKA SUMMER EM·
PLOYMENT - fisheries. Earn
$5,000+/month. Free transportation! Room&Boardl CNer
8.000 openings. No experience necessary. Male or
Female.
For employment
program call Student Employment Services at 1·206-545·
.4155exl364.
Part-time senior nursing stu·
dent needed for physicians
office. Caft759-4421 andleave
message or send resume to
At 3 Box 13K Murray. KY
42071 .
Advertise In the classified
section of the Murray State

.... ,.......,..

Todayl
Persian cat for sale.
Registered. Rve moths old.
Has had most of Its shots.
Very playful. Call 762-8461

WATOI_.IIr....l.a.
m4521111L61

NOTICE
Do you feel that the ca111>u• Is
accessible to the disabled?
Takea week to learn more about
It and see what needs to be
done. March 23·27 is Disability
Awareness Wee!t<. sponsored
by Alpha Phi Omega. For more

Public Safety offers a free

• escort service. Just call 7622222 any time.

Congratulations to Racer
Basketball head coach Scott
Edgar for receiving the Coach
of the Year award In the
OVCI
Have a safe and exCiting
• sptfng break and remeberto
return to MSU for the
remaining seven weeks.

MISC.

cW& Ia •ID'UIID II._

............ 'IGGO

MISC.

Spring break Is hereIIIII
Sprtng break Is hereIIIII
Sptfng break Is here IIIII
Congratulations to the men's
and women'slndoortrack
teamsI OVC cha01>lons.
Way to go Runnln' Racers.

Good Luck to the Racers
thla weekend In Lexlngtonll
Bring home another ovc
tournament ch1'181T1)1onshlp
and make It to the big~-

Info. call 762-3704.

Send a frlend or a loved one
a persooal classified ad In the
Murray State News drop by
Room 111 Wilson Hall for
more lnfonnatlon.
If you are oonc:emed about an
Issue at Murray Stale
University and would like to
be heard wl1te a letter to the
e<ltor of the Murray State
News and send It to Room
111 Wilson Halll

News

TheMurray

State

NewsWlttlMSUID:

With MSU ID: 1~ per word
Without MSU ID: 15¢ per word
NO ADS WILL BE ACCEPTED OVER THE PHONE.

CLASSIFIED AD POLICY

•

RATES
1~:r;:~ty=tMSUID: 20¢perword

Deadline...... Friday 2 p.m.

Ads may be mailed along with payment to:

Hours: Mo nday and Wednesday 1-3 p.m.,
Frid ay 8:30-10 :15 am.,Tuesday

Classlfieas Department,
The Murray State News, 2609 University Station

'. and Thursday 2·4 p.m. Closed on w eekends and
holidays.

Murray, Kentucky 42071

TJ's

HAVE
A GREAT
SPRING
BREAK!
FROM THE STAFF OF
The Murray

State New-s

INDEX
~

r

ROOfoolt.iATE8
BUSINESS
SERVICES
POFIRENT
FOR SALE

..

HS..PWANTED
LOST & FOUND

RIDES
MI$C_

NOTICE

BAR-B-Q
&:
BURGERS

Charlie's Safe-T Discount
Pharmacy
..

Whitnell at Glendale

753-f!175

.

Friday and Saturday Night Buffet
Bar-B-Q Ribs, Pond Raised Catfish, Fried Chicken
Food Bar, Salad Bar, Dessert Bar, and Drink

··~Mike _

rt i. l ~. t H '

usch

'I t{ I }/

i_ ,,

for.a)o~yw.e{{ done!

Check out our weekly special

The Place Ain't Fancy But Sho Js Good Food
I.,;D4e&tlD.Ut

St.

753..()()45

..

Have a Great 5

-·---- ----
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~ ......

----
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·The
shortest
distance
between two
points is still
a direct line.

•

.

Convenient direct dial calling from
campus with Murray State University's
AT&T AcussM Service.
·Now you can just be
there for family and
friends withMSU's ACUS

Reach your family and .
friends faster with ACUS
Service. Featuring:

Service.

• No Sign Up Fees

MSU's ACUS Service

• Toll Free 24 Hour Customer
Service

gives you easy direct dial
calling from your room
on campus.

• Individual Bills
· • Discounted Direct Dial Rates

Please call 1 800 445-6063 for more info.
ATs.T
The right choice.

..
.
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OHIO VAIIIIEY CONFERENCE
TOURNAMENT
Murray
State

ERIC
WALKER
Sports

Location:
Nickname:
Record:

Editor

!Rupp Arena offers
idream come true
ifor Kentucky boy

Head coach:

Starting Lineup
Maurice Cannon
F
Scott Adams
F
C
Popeye Jones
Frank Allen
G
Cedric Gumm
G

!

I It was just a few short years
1ago when I decided to take a

~~ trip to Lexington for the state
boy's basketball tournament
that I first saw Rupp Arena.
1
1 There it was, like some sort of
, great cathedral - enormous
Iand hallowed. I took my seat
,(up in the rafters, like so many
Ibefore me) and watched some of
:the best high school teams in
jthe commonwealth play
1basketball.
· I can remember sitting there,
:looking down on the floor and
~ thinking to myself, "My God, it
Imust be quite a thrill for those
:guys to be playing here in
•Rupp." I mean, there are few
iathletic arenas and complexes
that perhaps stir up as much
excitement as Rupp Arena.
; Just about every kid from
•Kentucky dreams of playing at
:some point in time in Rupp. The
'thought of hearing some young
!player's name come over the
,P .A. speakers and having it
:echo off the walls of the arena
can make a Kentucky boy
1choke up.
There some of the greats have
played and paced the sidelines.
Legends such as Kyle Macy,
Sam Bowie, Joe B. Hall, Eddie
Sutton, Rex Chapman and
many, many others.
This year, many other greats
have prepared to play for the
Ohio Valley Conference championship on the floor of Rupp
Arena. Athletes from seven of
the Ohio Valley's universities
will take to the court, including
three of the nation's best Brett Roberts of Morehead, the
; nation's leading scorer; Van
Usher from Tennessee Tech,
who leads the NCAA in assists;
and, of course, our own Popeye
Jones, who has surpassed
LSU's Shaquille O'Neal for the
~ top spot in rebounding.
~ Now a lot of people have complained about the tow·nament
being held "up there" in Lex·
•ington, outside of the OVC and
: not in the home of five-time
:champs. Murray State, at Racer
!Arena.
.. I can easily understand such
:arguments. Students may not
•nave the opportunity to travel
lto see the games, and we (MSU>
• do not have the ''home court ad:vantage." However. the contest
will be on neutral ground and
will offer a true battle to see
just who is the best in the OVC.
Also with the tournament being held at Rupp Arena and
with the championship game on
Sunday being televised on
ESPN, the OVC may receive
the great recognition that it
deserves. Afte.r all, when you
• have three of the best in the
country, a five -time OVC
champ and a guy named
Popeye, you deserve to be in the
spotlight.
And who knows, we just
might be able to get Dick "It's
primetime, baby" Vitale to
home and ca11 a championship
;game in Racer Arena (pretty
t scary, huh?).
• The chance to play in Rupp
~Arena is a great one. To some,
' it may not seem like much. But
:to this Kentucky boy, it would
t be a dream come true.

I

Murray, Ky.
Racers
15·12 overall
11-3 ovc
Scott Edgar

w
L
L
L

w
w
L
L
L
L
L
L

w
L
w
w
L

w

Photo by SHIRLEY MARTIN

DE-PARTING SHOTS
Once more, senior Racer phenomenon Popeye Jones proves that In the hearts of Murray State fans and to the disbelief of opponents, he is truly the OVC's best. Jones,
along with senior Scott Adams, will leave behind a legacy at MSU and In the OVC.

w
w
w
w
w
w
L
w
w

6'3"
6'9"
6'8"
6'2"
6'

Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.

So.

Racer Results
102--66
98-109
54-78

67-68
105-81
98-74
89-93
80-87
52-92
59-63
75-93

85-86
86-76
90-91
87-80
71-62
90-100
87-83
84-83

n-73
93-91 OT
83-62

75-60
103·990T
75-80
105-75
86-74

Illinois Tech"

S. Illinois"
Memphis State
Monmouth
UNC-Asheville
Middle Tenn:
W. Kentucky
Evansville*
Missouri
Ariulnsas St.
Texas
Austin Peay
SE Missouri*
Va. Commonwealth"
Tenn. Tech
Tenn. State
E. Kentucky"
Morehead St.•
Middle Tenn.
E. Illinois
Morehead St.
E. Kentucky
Tenn. State•
Tenn. Tech*
SE Missouri
Austin Peay*
E. Illinois"

*home games
Graphic by ORVILLE t:fERNDON

Rupp Arena provides neutral site for OVC ·.:
By JAMES G. LOCKWOOD
Viewpoint Editor

For the fifth year in a row,
Murray State University won
the Ohio Valley Conference
regular season championship.
But this year the rules have
changed.
Instead of enjoying the home
court advantage Murray State
and all other past winners of
the OVC have received, the
OVC tournament is at Rupp
Arena this year, home to no
OVC school.
Following the lead of other
sport conferences, members of
the OVC voted last year to hold
the tournament at a neutral
sight. Much of the reason for
the move was money.
"We have a much better
chance to promote the tournament,'' said Dan Beebe, OVC
commissioner. "You cannot
prepare one or two weeks in advance for a big tournament.''
In past years, the winnet· of
the OVC was not determined
until the last few games of the
regular season. This year it did
not matter since the winner is
not hosting the tom·nament.
Stephanie Cook, a represen·
tative of the tournament steering committee, said having the
tournament at a neutral site
has given the OVC time to
market it as a big tournament.
And she said Rupp Ar~na is
the place to do it.
"It is putting a whole different light on the tournament," Cook said.

Advance ticket sales for the
tournament have already hit
1,000, Cook said, and many of
those sales have come from people outside the OVC
community,
"We are getting the tourn?·
ment in front of a lot of people
that would not have noticed it,"
she said.
"The exposure for the league
is great," said Elgin Watson,
assistant coach for Southeast
Missouri State University.
Although SEMO cannot participate in the conference tournament this year because it's
their first year as a Division I
school, Watson said the move is
a step in the right direction for
the conference.
''For the OVC to remain competitive with other leagues, it is
a move that has to be made," he
said.
Having the game on a neutral
court provides the best environment to find the best team to
represent the OVC in the
NCAA Championships. Watson
said.
While other OVC coaches and
officials are happy the games
are in Lexington this year,
Murray fans and officials are
not.
"We wish it were here," said
Jimmy Wilder, sports information director.
Wilder said the school voted
against the change since fan
support for the home team is a
big factor in helping the school
win.

Gerald Suiter, a resident of
Murrav and n fan of Racer
basketball for more than 50
years, said he is against the
change because he thought one
of the main objectives of winning the regulat· season is to host
the tournament.
"I do not think they will draw
any better crowds in Rupp
Arena than at any other
school ," he said.
Suiter Raid he is going to the
tournament, but many Murray
students cannot go because
they cannot aflord the trip to
Lexington.
" If I had the money and the
time I might go," .said Jason D.
Collier, a junior drafting design
major from Salem, Ill.
Michael T. Gillies, a senior
education major from Ft. Camp·
bell , said the drive alone is going to keep many students from
going.
"I do not see people making
the four hour drive." he said.
But fan support is something
many of the coaches think they
will not lose.
"No school has many fans in
the first round games," said
Frank Harrell , coach of Tennessee Tech University.
He said, though , having the
games in Rupp Arena might
draw many Kentucky fans just
because of the arena.
" Rupp Arena is a class
place," Harrell said.

MARCH 6,7,8
Lexington. Kentucky

Because of the mystique,
Cook said she thinks fans will
come just to say they were at
Rupp.
"We have drawn ticket sales
from a lot of surrounding
states," Cook said.
And drawing the different
crowds is what many of the
coaches are hoping will give
their teams national attention.
"Our best chance for a na·
tional identity is through our
basketball teams," Harrell
said.
David Farrar, coach of Middle
Tennessee State University,
said having the tournament at
a site other than a host OVC
school gives other schools a better national scene to play.
And since the OVC has the
nation's leading scorer in Brett
Roberts (Morehead State
University), the nation's
leading assists in Van Usher
(Tennessee Tech) and the nation's .number-one rebounder in
Popeye Jones (Murray), the
league deserves all the attention it can get, said Scott Edgar,
coach of Murray State.
''Whenever you are a leader,
you deserve attention," be said.
"College basketball is the best
it has ever been, and the OVC
deserves the attention."
Edgar, a first year coach at
Murray and in the OVC, said
he thinks Murray will not be affected in the tournament by not
hosting the games.

, ''I am brand new, and I do noti
know any difference,'' he said.•
"I am used to neutral sites.
"From our standpoint, I•
understand that some people:
want the tournament here, butl
a n e u t r a 1 a it e h a s i t s:
advantages."
;
For the players, losing the fan!
support might hurt.
:
"It might be a slight advan-!
tage here," said Scott Sivills, a:
junior forward from Cadiz.!
"Eastern and Morehead will:
probably bring more fans to;
Rupp."
•
Frank Allen, a junior' guard!
from Memphis, Tenn., said!
playing in an arena like Rupp,:
a place that sits 24,000 fans, f
takes away from the intimacy:
Racer Arena has.
"It is a lot easier playing in a:
small arena because the fans :
are close to the floor," he said. ~
But playing in Rupp has its:
advantages if for nothing else
just to play there, Sivills said. :
"1 have always wanted to'
play there, being ft·om Ken-:
tucky ," he said.
;
Some fan support might bet
lost, Beebe said, but no decision•
is made without losin~
something.
,
However, he said, when the:
conference made the decision.{
the player was kept in mind. :
"Part of this is done for the!'
student/athlete," he said. "The•
players will be thrilled."
;i

i

1

I
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!Basketball teams prepare for OVC Championship
I

t1r

Austin
Peay
Location:
Nickname:
Record:

Head coach:

Clarksville, Tenn.
Governors
11-16 overall
6-SOVC
w 86-85
L 75-105
Dave Loos

Rick Yudt
Tolne Murphy
Reggie Dupree
Geoff Herman
Greg Franklin

Starting LilliUP
F
6'7"
F
6'5"
c
6'6"
G
6'
G
6'3"

Against MSU:

Eastern
Kentucky

Middle·
Tennessee

Location:
Nickname:
Record:

Location:
Nickname:
Record:

Against MSU:
Head coach:

.

Richmond, Ky.
Colonels
17-13 overall
9-&0VC
100-90
L 62-83
Mike Pollio

w

Starting
Jamie Ross
John Allen
Mike Smith
Arlando Johnson
Kirk Greathouae

Fr.
Sr.
Jr.
So.
Jr.

Uoeug
F
F
C
G

Against MSU:
Head coach:

6'3"

G

6'7"
6'10"
5'11"
6'1"

Sr.
So.
Sr.
So.
Sr.

Murfreesboro, Tenn.
Blue Raiders
16-9 overall*
9-5 ovc
L 74-98
L 83-84
David Farrar

Starting
Robert Taylor
Qulney Vance
Werre• Kldd
Jeffery Hunter
Kelvin Hammonds

uneug
F
6'5"
F
6'7"
C
6'9"
G
6'2"
G
6'3"

Jr.
Sr.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.

*played Arkansas

Morehead
State

Tennessee
State

Tennessee
Tech

TENNESSEE TECit

'

r \

~--=~1'r

_-- 1r~

' .,.

II
I

Location:
Nickname:
Record:

Head coach:

Morehead, Ky.
Eagles
13-14 overall
6-SOVC
L 83·87
L 91-93 OT
Dick Flck

Brett Roberts
Martez Ballard
Doug Bentz
Pat Tubbs
P.J. Nickles

Slatting Lioaug
F
6'8"
6'2"
F
c
6'9"
G
5'11"
G
6'7"

Against MSU:

Head coach:

Nashville, Tenn.
Tigers
4-22 overall*
2-11 ovc
L 62·71
L 60-75
Frankie Allen

Mike Moore
Kevln.Howard
Joseph Marion
Tim Horton
Leon Johnson

Starting Lioaug
F
6'8"
6'4"
F
c
6'6"
G
6'1"
G
6'

Location:
Nickname:
Record:
Against MSU:

Sr.
So.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.

Location:
Nickname:
Record:
Against MSU:
Head coach:

Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
Fr.
So.

Cookeville, Tenn.
Golden Eagles
12·14 overall"'
7-&0VC
L 80-87
L 99·103 OT
Frank Harrell

Starting Lioeug
John Best
F
F
Mitch Cupples
C
Charles Edmonson
Maurice Houston
G
Van Usher
G

6'8•
6'6"
6'8"
5'11 "
6'

Jr.
Jr.
Sr.
So.
Sr.

*played Tenn. Tech
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FACTORY DISCOUNT SHOES
n---1600 Main - Next to ATO House---u
753-9419

The Shoe Headgpa.rter

TRETORN
KEDS
K- SWISS
L.A. GEAR
CONVERSE
REEBOKPUMP
EASTLAND

MOVING
DOWNTOWN!
100 S. 5th St.
Next to Rudy·s
STUDENT AMBASSADORS
.MUR.R..AY

STATE UNIVERSITY

Murray State Needs YOU•••
ORIGINAL!

wbea

STUDENT AMBASSADOR!
We need undercJ•umen, paduate, and non-traclltlonal students with:
•Strona leadenblp abDity •Pabllc .,.kfnl aiJWty eQoocllntel'pel.oaal
Exciting acthitles IDclude:
• RecrultiDI ~tlve atudenta In 4 •tate area
• Boat VIP receptlcm. at OUhunt
• Help bo.t ezdtiDI.....-. ncb
Fall Seldor Day I JUDlor Jam

NEW!

NEW!

Now 3Great New Value Menus!

•=

• Aulst with alUIDid faDctlau: llomecomllll/ AIUIDid WeekeDcl

Requlrementa: 2.75 GPA. 15 boan credit,
wiDiD8 to t:nmtL
AppUcatlcm. are available at Scbool Relatlaa. Ofllce.

ADy queRioas, p1eue

AppUcatton deadltDe Weae.dq, liar. 18

Ofllce at 762-3038

caD AIII80D llanbal1
ID the Scbool Relat:to..

IDteniewa Hlaeduled for March 33 Tbru 26

*T&\' 11tJtindudtd

TACO
'BELL®
RUN FOR THE BORDER:

4:> 1990 Taco Bell Corp.

•
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Tournament television coverage helps
Racers attract coast to coast audience
1

I By AMY HELM

l Assistant Campus Life Editor

l

Because of wide television
• sports coverage, people around
! the United States know where
! the Racers and Murray State
l University are located.
"Prior to ESPN airing college
basketball games in 1979,
: many colleges were unable to
t reach a
national audience,"
S{lid Curt Piers, the college
t basketball publicist for ESPN
j in Bristol, Conn.
]

"With the influx of cable
j television, audiences are able to
1see teams that normally
wouldn't be seen,'' he said.
ESPN chooses teams that
have OVC and NCAA caliber,
Piers said.

j

II

"We have to check with the
specific conferences and the
programming department in
order to decide a .schedule," he
said. "We begin airing college
games in November and go
through March. Then we air
the championship week. ''
ESPN will also air the OVC

l

Tournament championship
game this year.
Programming employees plan
the college basl<.etball schedule
a year in advance.
" We finish a schedule in
August and then start again in
September," he said.
ESPN airs 200 college basketball games each year and about
40 games each month.
"We broadcast all our games
live. We follow a special
schedule that allows a variety
of games and teams to be seen,"
Piers said.
For example, on Mondays,
ESPN shows games from the
Big East, Big Eight and Big
West. On Tuesdays, games
from the Big Ten and the SEC
are aired. The Big East and
ACC games are aired
Wednesdays. Thursdays and
Saturdays are scheduled for
other conferences that play
quality basketball.
Another positive aspect of airing college games is that the
players benefit from the
exposure.

•.

MSU on TV

"Obviously, it makes them
"When choosing teams, we
more marketable for NBA look at how good the team is,
scouts. The scouts can watch whether there is a time conflict
the athletes on television in- with other games, how good the
stead of having to fly to the game will be and whether we
game," Piers said. "Television can do it," he said.
exposure helps the athletes get
KBSI airs 44 college basketused to interviews· and playing ball games from Dec.· 16 to
in front of big crowds.''
March 15.
Mark Culbertson, program
"That is a total of 88 hours of
director of KBSI in Cape college basketball. A large porGirardeau, Mo., said college tion of our programming is
sports coverage is very reserved for college teams,"
important.
Culbertson said. "For the most
" I think it heightens part, we try to broadcast the
awareness and definitely helps games live, but that depends on
in recruiting," he said.
whether the game has been
Another positive result is bought by a syndicate.''
that college attendance can be
Michael Strickland, MSU
affected by television coverage athletic director. said he thinks
of sports.
television exposure is good for
"It can't hurt actual atten- the university.
dance at schools. Prospective
''I think television helps
students may have seen a
because
it gets you out to people
specific college team on televi who
normally
wouldn't see
sion and decided to attend that
you,"
he
said.
"l
think it incollege because of the television
creases
the
home
cro~d and
exposure," Culbertson said.
excitement."
KBSI tries to choose teams
The exposure is also good for
with local appeal, Culbertson
the athletes, Strickland said.
said.

The Racers have been on the airwaves a num- ·
ber of times in the past few years. Here's how they
have fared:
90-91 season

Op_gonent
S. Jllinois
Middle Tenn.
Alabama

MSll

w

w
L

Score
83-77
91-86
79-89

91 -92 season

Opponent
Memph.is St.
Missouri
Arkansas
Texas
SE Missouri

MSU

Tenn. Tech

w

L
L
L
L

w
L

Score
54-78
52-92
59-63
75-93
86-76
75-80
103·99

Graphic by ORVILLE HERNDON•

cool valley cats...
the #1 team in the OVCI

.

11®&~®Ir~llull.JP

C cn:nro. if®rr ®IID. ~ ®
March 20 and 21

'
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"Cultivating
Leadership Through
Education"

WEST WOOD WINES & LIQUORS
wants you to remember a few more things befor e

SPRING BREAK!
1. Make Sure Your Spring Break
is a Responsible Onet
2. Cheer for The Racers in
The OVC Tournatn.ent!

3. Get Back Safe, So You Can
Celebrate t. Patrick's Day!
I I

Involvement+ Education + Self Motivation= SUCCESS
Sponsored by UCB and the Minority Affairs Office

RESERVE OFFICERS ' TRAINING CORPS

XII

RACE
AGAINST
TIME

START YOUR CLIMB
TO CAREER SUCCESS THIS SUMMER.
Apply now for six weeks of Army ROTC
leadership training. With pay, without
obligation.
You'll develop the discipline,
confidence, and decisiveness it takes to
succeed in any career. And you'll qualify
to earn Army officer credentials while
you're completing your college studies.

i

ARMY ROTC
TWG-YEAB PROGRAM
THE SMARTEST COWGE
COURSE YOU CAll TAKE.

For more Information contact Major Richard Turner at 762-4123

Call between 5 & 7 pm to get
your 14" Large pizza with
IX 1 Topping and your price Ill
is the time you call.
(If you call at 6:18pm,

tlie cost of your pizza
is only $6.18!)
Monday Only
This promotion
valid thru 411.3192

- Murray State News
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Take your seat
Seating chart for Rupp Arena

sections
Austin Peay 16, 21
Eastern Ky.
32, 33, 39 up
Middle Tenn. 23, 29 up, 30
Morehead
15, 22
Murray
13, 40
Southeast Mo. 29 lo
Tenn. State
33 lo, 38
Tenn. Tech.
12, 41

USAF BEAL1H PROFISSIONAI.S
TOIL FREE
1-8()().42S..USAF

Graphic by ORVILLE HERNDON
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OVC Tournament tickets selling fast
By KRIS LAWRENCE

"We tried to cut down on the
number of tickets sold at the
The 1992 OVC basketbal1 gate so we'd have some idea of
1
11<>urnamel'\t is set to tip off Fri- how many people to expect,"
~ay, and ticket sales are doing Cook said. "Right now, we're
t>etter than expected. As of last hoping for an average of about
friday, more than 1,000 ticket 5,000 to 6,000 per session."
With the University of Ken·
books, which allow a person to
*atch all six games of the tour- tucky's last home game
scheduled for Saturday afternament, had been sold.
' " We had more inquiries noon, Cook said she expects a
fabout single session tickets big holdover crowd for Satur{!_han you could imagine," said day's session.
"We're hoping most of the
tephanie Cook, an OVC Tourament Committee member. people will stick around," she
if a result, these tickets went said. "This is also Murray's
on sale March 2, which was first game of the tournament,
days 'before the originally . so we're hoping for a big
crowd."
scheduled date.
Assistanl Sports Ed11or

~

The attendance for Sunday
afternoon's final should be t he
biggest of the weekend, for ob·
vious reasons.
"There should be a good
crowd just because the game
will be on ESPN ," Cook said.
The game will be televised live
at 11:30 a.m. CDT.
Adding to the excite ment of
the tournament wi 11 be a series
of special events held at Lexington's Festival Market. Eventiona Inc. is coordinating the
event, which will be open to
anyone from the colleges.
Pepsi is SPQnsoring .a " velcro
wall" in which paricipants put
on a suit made of velcro and

%e 13rotlier6?of Sigma Clii
wisli ev~_f!l.(fne a great

jump onto a wall made of cor·
responding material.

.-..; __ ·- J

NASA is bringing in one of
their "human gyroscopes" used
in its training sessions. Other
events include a swimwear
fashion show to put the
students in the mood for spring
break, music, video games and
the possibility of Saturday's
games being broadcast live on
closed circuit television.
Saturday from 8 p.m. until 1
a.m. the third floor of the
building will be turned into a
nightclub featuring a sound
and light show for a $2 cover
charge.

J

Your car \Vll1

shine so bright
you'll need shades!

~

ln shor t, you'll gain more of everything that matters most to you. You
and the Air Force. Launch now-all

..

~
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USAF BEAL'IH PROFESSIONAlS
IDILFREE

~~ fr~

I-80()..423..USAF

ONLY lOU CAN PREVENT f'OfiEST FIRES..
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The lluto Laund2P
1102 Chestnut St.
753-1331
____A~••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
> Present this coupon with any purchase
and receive a
FREE PAIR OF SUNGLASSES
(while supplies last)
J

Hang Ien Over Spring Break and
Have A Great Iimel
•'

AUTO LAUNDRY

1102 CHESTNUT

ezplres 3/9/92

